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UNITED STATES ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION

BOYi'ND

PERSONNEL SECURITY BOARD

In the Matter of

....

J .. ROBERT OPPENHEIMER

Room 2022,
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Washington, D. C.
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MR. GORDON GRAY, Chairman.
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ROGER ROBB, and
C. A. ROLANDER, JR.P Counsel for the Board.
J. ROBERT OPPENHEIMER,
LLOYD K. GARRISONp
SAMUEL J. SILVERMAN 9 and
ALLEN B. ECKERs Counsel for J. Robert Oppenheimer.
HERBERT s. MARKS, Ce-Counsel for J. Robert Oppenheimer,
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P R 0 C E E D l N G S
MR. GRAY:

The presentatiop will begin.

I

believe that General Groves is waiting.
General Groves, I should like to ask whether you
would like
do

t~

testify under oath.

You are not required to

SOo

GENERAL GROVES:

Whichever you prefer.

It makes no

difference to me.
MR. GRAY:

It ·is my guess that most everyone who

appemrs will be testifying under oath.
GENERAL GROVES:

It makes no difference in my

testimony, but I would be very glad to.
MR. GRAY:

What are your initials?

GENERAL GROVES:
MR. GRAY:

Leslie R.

Will you raise your right hand.

Do you,

Leslie R. Groves, swear that the testimony you are to give
the Board shall be the truth, the whole truth and nothing
but the truth, so help you God?
GENERAL GROVES:

I do.

Whereupon,
LESLIE

R~

GROVES

was called as a witness, and having been first duly sworn,
was examined and testified as follows:
DIRECT EXAMINATION
BY MR. GARRISON::

Genera 1 Groves, yo\] are now vice

Q

of advance
A

scient~.fic

in charg

presido~1t

research at Remington Rand?

No·, I am noj longer in charge of res~arch.

I am

a vice president and director of Remington Rand.

Q

During the war, you headed the Manhattan

Projec~

in complete charge and deve 1opment planning for use of the
atom-ic 'bomb?
A

That is correct.

Q

During the postwar period you were Commanding

Genera 1 of the Armed Forces Specia 1

W~.apons

Project, 1947 to .

1948?
A

Yes.

My charge of the atomic work ended on the lS:t

.

I thin.k
.y.ou. also should add that during
'

of January, 1947.
tfle period from

about March of 1947 until my retirement on

the 29th of February, 1948, I was a member of the Military
Liaison Committee to the
Q

Ato~ic

Energy- C ommission.

You appointed Dr. Oppenheimer to be the director,

of the work at Los Alamos?

e

•

A

Yes, sir.

Q

You devolved great responsibility upo·n him?

A·

Yes .

Q

Would you just say a word about the naure of that

r esponsibi li ty·?

&

Complete responsibility for tbe operation

~f

Los

Alamos Laboratory, the mission of which was to c:arry on the
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rt:?Search necessary to develop the design of a bomb, to
develop the probabilities of whether a. bomb was possible, and
if the design would be feasible, and to develop what the power
of the bomb would be.

That was so that we

would~ow

at what

altitude the bomb should be exploded.
MR. GRAY:

Genera\

may I internupt? · I am sorry.

If it becomes necessary in the course of your testimony to
referto any restricted data, I would appreciate your letting
me know j.n advance that you are about to do so.
THE WITNESS:

All right, sir.

Not only design and make these experimental tests,
but to actually produce the bombs which we expected to use in
the war.

It should be understood that as early --certainly

before Yalta, because at that time I so informed President
Roosevelt, or just before Yalta -- I had concluded that we
only needed two bombs to end the war.
Of course, I also proceeded on the theory that I
might be wrong.

For thatreason we decided, or I decided

that we would construct the actual bombs at Los Alamos.

That

included as matters developed the final purification of
plutonium at Los Alamos.
Possibly -- I am not certain -- any final
purificatt on of U-235 that might be necessary.
In addition to that, as time went on throughout the
project, I consulted with Dr. Oppenheimer frequently as to

ia of such importance that it lll,ight be well to

explain~-

to give a picture of the responsibilitie~-which you might say
he carried.
There was a very serious problem as to the
pur i

ficat:~

on. of 'li·-235.

While this is not secret in any way,

I would rather not have it talked about by anyone here,
because it reflects to some extent on the wisdom of another
scientist.
MR. GRAY:

There are no security implications

involved?
THE WITNESS:
out for that.

No security whatsoever.

I will watch

I have been watching out for that for so many

years I don't think I will slip.
MR. GRAY:

Thank you, sir.

THE WITNESS:

There was a great question as to

the electromagnetic process -- how pure did the U-235 have
to be to have an explosion.

We could get no advice on that

matter from the people that were responsible because nobody

.

\..v

A11 that was known was that the natura 1 stat~ ~f • 707 ~

knew.

per cent of U-:-235 in uranium that it did not ex plod~.
Various people, particularly those vitally concerned with

.

th•e electromagnetic process, felt that a percentage of
somewhere around 20 per cent to 14 per cent would be
e;,plosive.

fj
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They were greatly influenced by the fact that they
thought that their process, as they had it developed, would
produce material of that purity.
I felt

not sound, and that we would

ve

percentage of purity in order .o

have an explosive.

Dr. Oppenheimer was used by me as my

advisor on that, not to tell me what to do, but to confirm
my opinion.

I think it is important for an understaading

of the situation as it existed during the war to realize that
when I made scientific decisions -- in case . there are any
questions that come in on that -- that outside of not knowing
all the theories of nuclear physics, which I did not, nobody
else knew anything either.
didn't know anything.
gas, solid or electric.

They had lots of theories but they

We didn't know whether plutonium was a
We didn't even know that plutonium

existed, although Seaborg, I believe it was, claimed to
have seen evidences of it in the cyclotron.
We didn't knowwhat any of the constants that were
so vital were.
explode.

We didn't know whether it could be made to

We didn't know what the

for plutonium or uranium 235.
the dark.

reproductiv~

factor was

We were groping entirely in

That is the reason that Genera 1 Nichols and myself

were able, I think, to make intelligent scientific decisionsp
because we knew just as much as everybody else.
through the kindergarten with them.

We

came~

While they could put
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elaborate equations on the Bbard, which we might not be able
to follow intheir entirety, when it came to what was so and
what

w~~

probably so, we knew just about as much as they did.

So when I say that we were responsible

fo~

the scientific

decisions, I am not saying tha"t we were extremely able
nuclear physicists, because actually we were not.

We were

what might be termed thoroughly practical nuclear physicists.
As a result of this experience, maybe becauee Dr.
Oppenheimer agreed with me and particularly because of other
questions that were raised, I came to depend upon him
tremendously for scientific advice on the rest of the project,
although I made no effort to break down my compartmentalization.
As you know, compartmentalization of information was my
chief guard agai.nst information passing,

It was something

that I insisted on to the limit of my capacity.

It

was

something that everybody was trying to break down within the
plQject ..

I

did not bring Dr. Oppenheimer into the whole

project, but that was not only because of security of
in for mat ion -- not him

in particular, but a 11 the other

scientific leaders, men like Lawrence

an~

Compton were

treated the same way -- but it was also done because if I
broughi; them into the whole
their own job.

proje~t P

they would never do

There was just too much of scientific

ipterest, and they would. just be frittering from one thing to
fAnotht.n· .•
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So Dr. Oppenheimer was used in many ways as a
chief scientific advisor on many problems that were properly
within his bailiwick.

That included his final advice which

brought up the question of the thermo diffusion separation
process» which was the case, as you know probably by now, that
we made this last ditch effort to bring that into the project.
We were late in bringing it in, because -- again
this is something that is not confidential, but I would
rather not have it talked about -- there had not been the
proper cooperatnn by certmn scientific personnel at the Naval
Research Laboratory.

There had been suspicion on the part

of certain scientists that the figures that were tnltc

t[ it bluntly, that they were just plain faked
depend on them.

and we could not

The reason they felt this way was that the

results were not in accord with scientific theoryo
gave the wrong answer.
get into using

that~

They were too favorable.

It just
We did not

to my recollection -- I am not

absolutely certain -- but I believe it was Dr. Oppenheimer
who suddenly told me that
I think he was. right.
the most in the

wbol~

w~

had a terrible scientific blunder.

It is one ofthe things that I regret
course of the operationo

We had failed

to consider this as a portion of the process as a wholeo
other words, we considered this process as a process that
would take uranium 235 fr'Om .• 707 tJp ' to the f1n-a1 purity

In

instead o.f saying we wi'll take it from .707 up to, say, 2 per
cent, and then put that ·in.

What we had done, everybody in the project
was broubht to my attention by I believe
had

fail~d

Oppenh~imer

to think about, well, after all, if you started off

with uranium,at 2 per cent instead of .7 in
pr~cesses,

this

a~y

of our other

we would be crippling our output.

1 tell you that not in praise ofDr. Oppenheimer,
but more to give you a picture of how he was used throughout
the process.

I think that more or less answers

~r.

Garrison's

question.
If I talk too long, Mr. Gray, if you will just
tell me to stop, it

i~

your time and not mine.

BY MR. GARRISON:

How would you rate the quality

of his achievement as you look back on it?
A

Naturally I am prejudiced, because I sele.cted him

for the job, but I think he did a magnificent job as far as
the war effort was concerned.

In other words, while he was

under my control -- and you must remember that he left my
control shortly after the war was over,-..··~
~

If you had to make the decision again, would you

make it in the same way with respect to the selection of
Dr. Oppenheimer

a~d

devolving the respQnsibilities on him

which you did?
I know of no reason why: ndf..

Assuming ·a 11 the
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conditions sre the same, I thi.nk I would do it.

r

You saw him very closely during those years?

A

I

saw him on the average, I would say, of anywhere

from once a week to once a month.

I

talked to him on the

phdne about aLywhere from four to five times a day to mnce
in three or four days.
all varieties.

I

talked on all possible subjects of

During the time I spent a number of days,

for example, on trains

t~aveling

where

we might be together for

six or eight or twelve hours at a timeo
Q

time

You were aware of his left wing associations at the
his earlier left wing .associations?

A

Wws I or am I?

Q

Were you at the time you appointed him?

A

At the time I appointed him to the project, I was

aware that there were suspicions about him 1 nothing like
what were contained -- and I might say I read the New York
Times, the letter of General Nichols and Dr. Oppenheimer's
letter.

I was notaware of all the things that were brought

out in General Nichols' letter at the time of the appointment,
but I was aware that he was or that he had, you might say,
a very extreme liberal background.
1 was also aware of another thing th*t I think must
be mentioned, that he was already in the project, that he
had been in charge of this particular type of work, that is,
the bomb computations, and that he knew all that there was to

-

know atout that.

In general,

ffi?

~olicy

w~s

' J

to COJ3ider the

fact that the man was already in the project, and that made
it very questionable whether I shculd separate him and also
whether I should separate him

un~er

what might be termed

conditions, because then you never know what you

~npleasant

are going to do to him.

Are you going to drive him over to

the other side or not?

As far as what I knew at the time of

his actual selection, I knew enough to tell me that I would
have considered him an extreme liberal with a very liberal
background.
I don't know.
Q

Justhow many of the details I knew at the time
I did know them all later.

Based on your total acquaintance with him and your

experience with him and your knowledge of him, would you
say that in your opinion he would ever consciously •-:ommi t a
disloyal act?
A

I would be amazed if he did.

Q

Was there any leakage of information from Los

Alamos to improper sources for which Dr. Oppenheimer had
in your opinion any responsibility?
A

That is a very difficult question, because it

brings up the fact that the scientists -- and I would like to
say the academic scientists -- were not in
compartmentalization.
seeurity requirements.

sy~pathy

with

They were not in sympatby with the
tliey felt that they were unreasonable.

I never held this against them, because I knew that theil· who e
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lives frm the time they entered college almost had been based
en the dissemination of knowledge.

Here, to be put in a

strange environment where the requirement was not
dissemination, but not talking about it, was a terrible upset.
They were constantly under pressure from their fellows in
every direction to break down compartmentalization.

While I

was always on the other side of the fence, I was never
surprised when one of them broke the rules.
For example, I got through talking to Nels Bohr
on the train going to Los Alamost for the first

time~

I think

I talked to him about 12 hours straight on whathe was not to
say.

Certain things that he was not to talk aboutout there.

He got out there and within five minutes after his arrival
he was saying everything he promised he would not sayo
The same thing happened on one occasion with Ernest
Lawrence, after he was told that he was not to say something;
he got up 1x> the b1Hckboard wth this group -- it wac; a group
of smaller size than this of the key peqie -- and said
"I know Genera 1 Groves doesn't want me to say this, but" and
then he went on and discussed what I didn't want him to say.
You may say what kind of military organization was
thatQ

I can tell you I didn't operate a military organization.

It was impossible to have one.

While I may have dominated

the situation in general, I didn't have my own way in
of things.

So when I say that Dro Oppenheimer did not

* lot
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a~ways

keep the faith with respect to the strict

interpretation of the security rules, if I could say that he
w~s

no wQrse than any of my other leading scientists, I think

that would be a fair statement.

It would not be right to say

that he observed my security rules to the letter, because
while I have no evidence of his violating them
I am not stupid -- I know he did.

after a 11,

I could not say of my own

knowledge that I aver knew him just on the spur of the moment
and I can't recall a case where he deliberately violated my
security instructions.
That is different from violating what he knew that
I would went.

That was done by everybody in my organization,

including the military officers
a peculiar
everybody.

one~

because my organization was

A great deal of responsibility develved on

They a 11 knew the goa 1 e

I know I was put in

positions where I had to approve things, things people knew
I didn't want to approve, but they got me in that corner.
That was not limited as I say 'o scientific personnel.

It

applied to engineering personnel., thet applied to military
officers.

They were the kind of men I wanted,and they were

the kind of men that made the project a success.

If I had

a group of yes men we never would have gotten anywhere.
Q

The absence of compartmentalization on the Los

Alamos project, General Groves, would you say that
represented on Dr. Oppenheimer's part an honest judgment as
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to what in his opinion would produce the best operating results
among the scientists on the project?
A

I n lways felt

I can't quite answer that --that

Dr. Oppenheimer was led to that breakdown of compartmentalization at Los Alames by a number of c.onflicting facto.rs.

Here

I am just ·giving my surmise as to what I thought.
First, that he personally felt that was right in
view of his background of academic work.
Second, that he felt it was necessary in order to
attract the kind of men that he felt he had to have at Los
Alamos.

I agreed that it was a very decided factor and

always thought it was in getting such men.

I also felt that

he was very much influenced at that time by the influence of
Dr. Condon, who was for a very brief time the Associate
Director there, and, as you all

know~

a very complete dis-

appointment to me in every respect.
I would like to emphasize now before any question
is asked that I was not responsible for the exact selection
of Dr. Condon, but I was responsible for his selection because
I insisted when Dr. Oppenheimer took the Directorship that
hEJ hae

as his Noo 1 assistant an industria 1 scientist,

and we just made a mistake when we selected Dr. Condon.
Who gave his name the first time I don't know, but Dr .. Condon
turned out to be not an industrial scientist, but an
academic scientist with all of the faults ana none -ofthe

,, )
I

J

virtues.

That was my opinion.

He did a tremendous amount of

damage at Los Alamos in the initial setup.

•

he had on Dr. Oppenheimer

~1

don't know.

How much influence

But he was given

certain responsibilities with my full approval-- in fact,
yau might say my very insistent suggestion -- that Dr. Condon
with the industrial background should be the one to establish
the working rules and the administrative scientific rules in
the establishment, while Dr. Oppenheimer was

t~inking

about

how was the actual scientific work to be done.
I could never make up my own mind as to whether Dr.
Oppenheimer

wa~

the one who was primarily at fault in

breaking up the compartmentalization or whether it was Dr.
Condon.
thin~

I don't ·co this day know whether it was wise.

I

it was a serious mistake and felt so at the time to

have the lack of compartmentalization go on down the line 4
In other words, it was .'111 right co have the leaders, may.be'
20 to 30, but not to have as many men as were permitted to
break down compartmentalization.
Tho Greenglass and Rosenberg c·ase, which I always
felt the effects were greatly exaggerated, that the Russians
did not get too much information out of it, that case
according to the testimony of this sergeant would never
have been possible if the junior scientific personnel at Los
Alamos had observed the rules and regulationso
They all, of

cours~~

had given an oath that they
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would support the security regulations, but that was not
controlling.

They wavered here and there.

I think that answers your question in general.

Q

How long was Dr. Condon on the project?

A

I think avery short time.

The record would show,

but my impression would be only six weeks to two months.
don't recall.

A very short time.

was at his own volition.

I

His deparlure, of course,

!'always thought it was because he

thought the project would fail, and he was not going to be
associated with it.

His record showed since then he has

never been satisfied anywhere he was.
It was a mistake to get him out there.

He was always moving.
It is a mistake for

which the responsibility was maybe 75 per cent mine and 25
per cent Oppenheimer's or maybe my share was even more than
tha16

But mine was very heavy, because he would never have

been there if I had not 'fold Oppenheimer what kind of assistant
he should have.
Q

Apart from the question of compartmentalization as

&n operating policyp you had no occasion to believe t .h at
eny leakage of information from Los Alamrs occurred as a
result of any conscious act of Dr. Oppenheimer's?
A

Oh, no.

I don't sonsider that hiscompartmentalization

was a conscious act that would tend to encourage the leak of
in format ion.
r

You had complete c·onfidence ln his in'tegrity?

A

During the operation of Los Alamos, yes, which was

where I really knew him.
Q

And yoll

have that confidence today?

A

As far &s that operation went, yes,

a3 far as the rest of it
witness.
r~ad

goes~

I am, you might

As I say,
say~

not a

I am really ignorant on that, excepting what I

in the papers.
As the war neared its end, there was an even greater

Q

urgency to produce the bomb in time to use it, was there not?
A

No, because no one in this country conceived of the

Japanese war ending as soon as it did, no one in
responsible posi"t;ions today, no mwtter that they say today
or said since.

There is not a soul that thought that the war

was going to end within a reasonable time.
Did Dr. Oppenheimer work as hard as a man could

Q

to produce that bomb in accotdance with the deadline dates
that you had projected?
A

Oh, yes, yes.

In fact, he worked harder at times

than I wanted him to, beca\!e
down under it.

I was afraid he would break

That was always a danger in om- project.

I

think it is important to realize in the case of Dr. Oppenheimer
bee:: a use

I had a phys ica 1 taken of him when ile were tal king

about making it a militarized affair, and I knew his past
physic a 1 record, and I was always disturbed about his working
too hard.

But I never could slow him down .in any way .•
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Do you recall your conversation with him about the
Chevalier incident?
A

Yes, but I have seen so many versions of it, I don't

think I was confused before, but I am certainly starting to
become confused todayo
history of that affair,

I recall what I consider the essential
As to whether this occurred this

time, where I was at the moment, I can't say that I recall
it exactlyo

I think I recall everything that is of vital

interest, as far as would be necessary to draw a conclusion
as to that affair,

Q

Would you say what your conclusion was?

A

My conclusion was that there was an approach made,

that Dr. Oppenheimer knew of this approach, that at some
point he was involved in that the approach was made to him
I don't mean involved in the sense that he gave anything-- I
mean he just knew about it
he was in the

chain~

personally from the fact *hat
•

and that he didn't report it in its

antirety as he should have done,

When I learned about it,

and throughout, that he was always under the influence of
wlhat I termed the typeica 1 American schoolboy attitude that there
is something wicked about telling on a friend.
certain as to just what he was telling meo

I was never

I did know this:

That he was doing what he thought was ess8ntial, which was
to disclose to me the dangers of this particular attempt to
enter the pr·ojectp

namely~

it was c·oncerned with the situati·on

5·:H

cl.t there near Berkeley -- I think it waq the Shell Laboratory
at which Eltenton was supposedly one of the key members
ai\d that was a source of danger to the project and that was
the worry.

I always had the very definite .impression that

Dr. Oppenheimer wanted to protect his friends of long
standing, possibly his brother.

It was always my impression

that he wanted to protect his brother, and that his brother
rr.i.ght be involved in having been in this chain, and that his
brother didn't behave quite as he should have, or if he didp
he didn't even want to have the finger of suspicion pointed
at his brother, because he always felt a natural loyalty to
him, and had a protective attitude toward him.
I felt at the time that what Oppenheimer was
trying to tell me and tell our project, once he disclosed this
thing •t all -- as I recall I had the feeling that he didn't
disclose it immediatelyo

In other words, he didn't come

around the next day or that night and say to our security
people, "Listen, some things are going on."
thought it over for some time.

I

thi~k

he

I am saying what I thought

now, and not what we could prove, because we could never prove
anything definite on this thing, because it all depended
on the testimony of a man who was concerned in it,
I always felt he was trying to protect his brother
and possibly in any case to protect

~hevalier

or to pro·tect

sombody else who was a friend., whom he felt that ;the .man had
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made a mistake and he had adequately taken care of that
mistake and more or less warned this man off.
I felt that was wrong.

If I had not felt it was

important not to have any point of issue on what after all
was a minor point with respect to the success of the project,
I might have had quite an issue with him right then and
thereo

As he told me very early in my conversatioL with him,

he said,
-~ell

"General~

youo"

if you order me to tell you thi,s, I will

I said, "No, I amnot going to order you."
About two months

l~ter

or some time later, after

much discussion in trying to lead him into it, and having
then got the situfltion more or less adjusted, I told him
if you don't tell me, I am going to have to ader you to do ito
Then I got what to me was the final
~~reat

mistake in that.

sto~y.

I think he made a

I felt so at the time.

I didn't think

:it was great from th<:! standpoint of the project, because I

1elt that I was getting what I wanted to know whichj

~ter

all, I did know already, that this group was a source of
d~nger

to us.

I didn't know

~hat

this group had tried to

make this direct approach and pinpoint it that way, but I
knew they were thoroughly capable of it, and I knew we had
sources of danger in the Berkeley project.
I think that really was my impression of it, that
he didn't do what he should have done.

The reasons why were

desire to p- ·otect friends and possibly -his \br-other P and that

~d j

hEJ felt that he had done what was necessary in piupoint5.ng.
As far as I was concerned, while I didn't like it, after all

it was not my job to like everything my subordinates did,
or anybody in the project did.

I

felt I had gotten what I

needed to get out of that, and I was not going to make an
msue of it, because I thought it might impair his usefulness

on the project.
I think that givew you the general story.
MR. GARRISON:

I

think that is all that I would

lik~

to ask.

MR. GRAY:

Mr. Robb.
CROSS EXAMINATION

BY MR. ROBB:
Q

Gene.ra 1, you said this

have in mind, sir?
A

Oh, no.

laboratories.
group.

gro~p;

whit group did you

The group at Berkeley?
The group at.the Shell Oil Company

We never knew how many people were in that

I didn't bring it to the attention of the Shell Oil

Company at the time, because I didn't want to disclose anything.
I would rather have it there where I knew it9

Of course, after

the war, I brought it to the at tent ion of var·ious friends in
the Shell Oil Company, and I beleve that group was cleaned
out in 24 hours.

Q

General, I find in the files a letter signed by

you, dated November 14, 1946.

I will read

it~
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·~rmy

Service Forces,

.,United States Engineer Office
"Manhattan District,
"Washington Liaison Office,
"Po Oo Box 2610

"Washington, D. C.
"November 14, 1946 ••
"Mr. David E. Lilienthal
"Chairman, Atomic Energy Commission,
"Room

617~,

New War Dept. Bldg.

"Washington, D. C.
"Dear Mr o Li lientlla 1:
"I desire to bring to your attention that in the
past I have oasidered it in the best interests of the United
States to clear certain individuals for work on the Manhattan
Project despite evidence indicating considerable doubt as to
their character, associations and absolute loyalty.
"Such ind iv idua ls are generally persons whose
particular stientific or technical knowledge was vital to the
ac-complishment of the Manhattan Project mission.

In some

instances, lack of time prevented our comple•ly investigating
certain persdns prior to their working for the Manhattan
Project; so that in some cases individuals, on whom it was
subsequently determined that derogatory information existed,
had access to Project information.

t}l~

5

"With the appointment of the Commission and the
legal provisions for investigation of personnel by the Federal
Bureau of Investigationg I see no reason why those persons
on whom derogatory infollmation exists cannot be eliminated.
I

unhesitatingly recommend that you give the most careful

consideration to this problem.
"The FBI is cognizant of all individuals now employed
on the Manhattan Project on whom derogatory information exists.
"Sincerely yours, L. R. Groves, Major General, USA."
I

find an answer to that from Mr.

Lilienthal~

dated December 4, 1946, which I will read:
''U. S. Atomic Energy Commission,

"Washington D D. C.
"Major Genera 1 Leslie R. Groves,
·~ommanding

General; Manhattan Project,

"Po 0. Box 2610

"WashingtonD D.

c.

"Dear Genera 1 Groves:
"This will acknowledge your letter of November 14,
1946, concerning continued employment of project personnel
whose character, associations and loyalty have been
questioned by the Manhattan Project but who have been
employed nevertheless because. they were considered vita 1 to
the accomplishment of the Manhattan Project mission.
m~tter

This

will receive the most careful consideration by the
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Commj.ssion.

It would appear that since the persons referred

to in your letter had been continued •omewhat beyond the
accomplishment of the Manhattan Project mission, that you do
not regard their presence a source of critical hazsrd.

On

the other hand, if in your opinion a decision in this
connection is urgent, I would appreciate your further views.
"Sincerely yours", signed "David Lilienthal,
Chairman."
I

find, then, your response to that letter, dated

December 19, 1946:
"War Department,
"P.O. Box 2610
"Washington, D. C.
"December 19, 1946.
"llr. David E. Lilienthal
'~hairman,

Atomic Energy Commission

"Room 6176, New War Dept. Bldg.
"Washington, D. Cp
"Dear Mr. Lilienthal:
"Reference is made to your letter of December 4, 1946,
concerning the presence of certain individuals in the Manhattan
Project whose character, associates and loyalty may be open
to question.

They could not be discharged summarily but, as

I explained, their removal is of necessity a rather slow
•
proc;ess and whenever possible such removals have been
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effected by us through administrative means wlwri the
individuals could be conv6niently relieved of such assignments.
Cons~~erable

progress in reducing the number ofsuch

individuals has been made to date.
"lt would seem to me that with the reinvestigation
of all Manhattan Project personnel by the Federal Bureau of
Investigation you could find it appropriate to effect the
removal of the remaining individuals of questionable character.
"Sincerely yours," signed" L. R. Groves, Major
General, USA."
General, do you recall writing the two letters
and getting the answer from Mr. Lilienthal?
A

I recall writing a letter.

didn't recall the other two.
it is appropriate, if I

y,u did very wELl.

I recall writing one.

may,;~~to
<

I

I think

insert that these letters

were only written because previous verbal discussions. which
were very limited had proven unavailing and because Mr.
Lilienthal had made it very plain
of any kind fro:!l me.
me.

th~he

wanted no advice

He wanted nothing whatsoever to do with

He thought that I was the lowest kind of human being

and he was not going to get anything from me.

This was

written becase I felt that it was the only way that I
could adequately bring to the attention of the Commission
the seriousness of this problem.

Knowing government procedure,

I tme·w that as long as it was verba 1., nothi.ng would be done.
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If l put it in writing, that they would always be thinking
about the record.

That is the reason that the letter was

written.
I have never made a practice of trying to protect
myself on the record, but I thought this was one time that I
could secure action and it was not written really with the
idea of clearing my skirts for something that might come up,
such as this, many years hence.

It was to make him do it

whether he wanted to do it or not.
Q

General, was Dr. Oppenheimer one of the "certain

individuals" to whom you referred in those lettersc.
A

I don't believe so, because Dr. Oppenheimer was

really out of the project at the time.

Of course, he was

retained as a consultant. but just what my consultant
ments with him were, I am not certain.
pe:rs ana 1 affair

Q

arrange~

It was more ofa

I would say that he was not one of those

that I wa9 thinking about.

I recall who I was-thinking about

in particular, and he was not the man.

I don't think I was

thinking about him.
If I may answer that you may ask next, but which is
necessary for my answer, if he had been a member of the
Manhattan Project at the time, he would have been one of
those about whom I was thinking.
Q

General, would you have cleared Dr.

Op~enheimer

1943 if you bad n-ot believed "him to be essential t,"1 t·he

in

lJl' oject ar a i. f you had ·111~it known that he was a treacly steeped

i·:n .the project?
'"A

I tlUik t'·hat I would not have cleared him if I had

not felt that he was essential and if he· had not already been
so

~borough ly

steeped·'. in the project. · If the two were.

separated, I. don't kne>w'!

I can't

say,,'because I was never

fac,ed with that, and it is awfully hard to try
Q

~o

recast it.

I will show you a photostat of a letter bearing

your signature, dated 20 July 1943, and ask if that is the
letter whereby you did give clearance to Dr. Oppenheimer?
A

••

It is certainly my signature, because nobody has been

I

able to forge it yet, and they have tried many times.
could

ever do it.

Nobody

I don't remember the exact wording.

I

do know that a letter of this general tenor was written.
There. is no quest ion but what it was my letter.
Q

I might read this into the record.

It is stamped

top secret, but it has been declassified:
"War Department,
"Office of the Chief of Engineers,
"Washington.
"20 July 1943
•'subject:
"To:

The District Enginet3r •· U. S.

Manhattan District,
York.

Julius Robert Oppenh·eimer.

P.o.

Bo~

~nginuer

Office,

42, Station F, New York, New·
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"1.

In accordance with my verbal directions of

15 July, it is desired that clearance be issued for the
employment of Dulius Robert Oppet:theimer without delay
irrespective of the information which you have concerning
Mr. Oppenheimer.

He is absolutely essential to the project."

Signed, "L. R. Groves, Brigadier General, CE."
Genera\ did your security officers on the project
advise against the clearance of Dr. Oppenheimer?
A

Oh, I am sure that they did.

exactly.

I don't recall

They certainly were not in favor of his clearance.

I think a truer picture is to say that they reported that
they could not and would not clear him.
Q

General, you were in the Army actively for how many

years?
A

I don't know.

1916 to 1948, and of course raised in

it, also.
Q

And you rose to the rank of lieutenant general?

A

That is right.

Q

During your entire Army career, I assume you were

dealing with matters ofsecurity?
A

Bever before this thing started.

We didn't deal

with matters of security in the Army really until this time.
The Army as a whole didn't deal with matters of security
unti 1 after the atomic bomb burst on the world, because it
was

tht~

first time t-hat the Army really knew that there

was
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such a thing, if you want to be perfectly frank about it.
Q

Certainly with your work in the Manh*ttan Project

you dealt intensively with matters ofsecurity?

A

I would say I devoted about 5 per cent of my time

to security problems.
Q

You did become thoroughly familiar with security

matters.

A

I think *hat I was very familiar with security

matters.
Q

Ip fact, it coul:S be ·said that you became somdbing

of an export in it?
A

I am nfraid that is correct.

Q

I believe you said thzt you became pretty

familiar with the file of Dr. Oppenheimer?
A

I think I was thoroughly familiar w.th everything

that was teported about Dr. Oppenheimer, and that included
as i t di.d on every other matter of importance, personally
readinrJ; t~e origi.na l evidence if there was any origina 1
evidence.

In other words, I "WOuld read the reports of the

int(JJ views with people.
thn conclusions of

1uny

In other words, I was not reading
secur.ity officer.

The reason for that

wus that in this project there were so many things that the
s 3cu:rity officer would not know the significance of that I
1elt I had to do it
j

myself~

of

cou~~e,

I have

b~en

criticized

or doing all those things mysolf;., and not having a staff of

5.32

any kind, but atter all, it did work and I did live through ito
Q

General, in the light of your experience with security

matters and in the light of your knowledge of the file
pertaining to Dr. Oppenheimer, would you clear Dr. Oppenehimer
today?
A

I think before answering that I would like to give

my interpretation of what the Atomic Energy Act requires.
I have it, but I never can find it as to just what it says.
Maybe I can find it this time.
Q

Would you like me to show it?

A

I know it is very deeply concealed in the thing.

Q

Do you have the same copy?

A

I have the original act.

Q

It is on page 14, I think, where you will find it,

General.
A

You have the same pamphlet I have.
Thank you.

referring is this:
page 14.

That is it.

The clause to which I am

lt is athe last of paragraph (b)a) on

It says:
"The Commission sha 11 have determined that

permitting such person to have access to restricted data
will not endanger the common defense or security 11 and it
mantions that the investigation should include the character,
associations and loyalty.
M¥.interpretatbn of endanger -- and I tbiak it is
important for me to make that" if I am going t·o answer your

.--

..........

~) ~J~)

que~tion

tl: ere

~--

is that it is a

r~3asonable

presumption that

might be a danger, not a remote possibility, a tortured

ic.terprata ·Gion af maybe there might be something, b'Jt t1at
there i:3 something that might do.

Whether you saythat is 5

per cent or 10 per cent or something of that order does not
make any difference.
man is ;a· danger.

It is not a qase of proving that tbe

It is a case of thinking, well, he migh·l;

be a danger, and it is perfectly logical to presume that he
/

would ba, and that there is no consideration

whats~ever

to

be given to any of his past performances or his general usefulness, or you might say, the imperative usefulness.

I don't

care how important the man is, if there is any possibility
other than a tortured one that his associations or his loyalty
or his character might;endanger.
In this case I refer particularly to associations
and not to, the

associat~ons

record of the associations.
today if I were a member of

as they exist today but the past
l wo 1
~he

no·~

Commiss o

clear

Dr~

on the

Oppen
a is o

this interpretation.
If the

interpre~ation

is different, then I would

have to stano on my interpretation of it.

Groves.

MRo ROBB:

Thank you, Genera 1.

That is a 11.

MRo GRAY:

I would like to ask a question, General

This relates to a question Mr. Garrison asked about

the urgencies., whether the urgencies had been ste_pped up.
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w:i th respect to having these weapons ready towards the end

of the war o
My recollection is that you said that there was
not any acceleration as far as you were concerned?
THE WITNESS:

Noo

My mission is given to me by

Secretary Stimson was to prodt!ce this at the earliest possible
date so as to br:i.ng the war to a cone lusiono
emphasized by

hi~;

Thd; was further

statement that any time that a single day

could be saved, l should say that day.

The instructions to

th e project were that any individua 1 in that project who
felt th•t the ultimate completion, in so far as he understood
it, was going to be delayed by as much as a day by something
that was happening, it was his duty to report it direct to
me by telephone, skipping all channels of every kind.

So

that urgency was on us right from the start.
MRo GRAY:

And any instructions with respect to

that which went to the laboratory at Los Alamos would have
come thmn from you?
THE WITNESS:

Th*t is correct.

I think for your

informationp while the laboratory officially was under
General Nichols -- because the whole distrut was under

N~chols

by an understanding between Nichols and myself, because that
left me doing nothing but telling Nichols what to do, and
it was beyond his capacity to do everything, in general
a division of direct responsibility was made and Nichols
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There were other people that we wished to get
rid of that we were unable to get rid of because ofthe effect
upon the organization as a whole.

Those were men -- I

don't think their names need be mentioned --about whom I
had suspicbns.

Also, I think bearing on this there was an

early conversaticn with the Secretary of War's office at the
time before I started dealing with the Secretary direct 0
in which I asked if it was possible to intern a particular
foreign scientist, an alien, and I

wa~

asked what evidence I

had, ana my reply was that I had no evidence other than
intuition.

I just didn't trust himQ

detriment to the project.

I knew he was a

I didn't accuse him of disloyalty

or treason, but simply that he

wa~

a disrupting force and the

best way out of it was to intern him.
I was told that this man didn't want to take it up
with the Secretary.

I insisted on it.

He came back and

said, "Genera 1 9 the .Secretary said we can't do thato
General Groves ought to know that.

I told the Secretary, of

com- se, Genera 1 Groves knew that would be your answer o

He

just still wanted to make a try." I think that is essential
to realize"
In other cases, one tif them at Berkeley, where I
asked Dr. Lawren,ce or told him that I waited a man to be gotten
z·id of, he said, "If I get rid of him -- don't misunderstaad

me, if you oraer it n I a-lways accept your ordez,:s

P'-

I wan:t

to r;et reports"
'lb<~y w~n-·e

They were no·; ess•Bntia 1 to the pi:o,i 3Ct.

young m2n, and they could be :replaced.

But

rememb0r at that time there were not very many men and even
w~3

a young man it
co~ld

difficult to replaceo

gat alcng without thema
~m"

GP.t. ¥:

'I HI'

wn.. ~r::ss:

You did :indeeo in. some cases o

dRa GRfY:
of th<aSFJ men

'L~ft

Oh, yes.

The project was successfulg and some

the project?

TH~ WI1~ESS:
OV.t"3

But even so, we

Yes

9

we got rid of them.

But each

if; wn.:. n ttJrTitle task to get rid of becaur;e it was not
~Y

a Gas9 of
th8 man,

~~eq

ma:1ipulation
It

wa~

in

WaGh~ogt1m

~ec~ding

a

he should go.

a~velopment

~md

First, the

enough to convince

s~spicicn
me~

of

and then

just how wer(3 we going to do this thing.

just as difficult as to get rid of a cabinet officer
th~t

the country is behindi because you had all

of the political play in ttere.
vi·:.le·.:r.t1y

'8:1~(~j:~Gc1

Men

wh~

would become

about the most minor thing.

If I went on

to the laborato:ry or on to a 19lant and failed to speak to
somebody \\'l:io

1 0ven

b~ci

~Jas

there or C:idn 't see him -- e'1en nt Oak Ridge

to go back at the expense of about three hours one

d3t7 -t0 sr·:ak to a superintendent that I had failed to see
wh(3n l

wez;:t th:r our,h the ph nt and when he n polte to me 9 'I had

l!lot am;wur.ed him"

When Nichols told me about it, I said

"W!.1at is tile 6amatJe?"

He said, "You just g;ot to go back .• "

(.

•
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He was the man who was primarily responsible for Los Alamos
for the friction whia
friction anywayo

existed.

There would have been

But the intensity of the .friction that

existed betwaen the military officers who were trying to do
tb~

administr~tive

operations out there so as to enable the

scientists to work at science, Condon was the one who built
all of that

up~

The fact that he left there as he did and left
th:ls mess behind him, he left because of the reasons that
he did leave.
wo~ked

Th~;3

fact that he of course later when he

at Berkeley, he didn't do

what I term an honest day's

work, I might add for your clarification that the work he
wa£1 engaged on at Berkeley was something that required a man
of his capabilitios.

Dr. Condon was a

Don't misunderstand me.
th~t

~irst

rate

physicist~

Lawrence and myself did not feel

this particular phase of the work was at all interesting

to uso

We thougbt it was just no hope at all.

But we also

felt that we could not allow this field to go unexplored
just because of

3

curbstone opinion which is really what

La·.,.rrence and min'a ware because we didn't know anything about
it -- I don't remember what 1 t was now -- it involvE:d
mattematics to sGv if this was feasibleo
We had
group of jhniors.

~ondon

working on that with

a small

By doing that we definitely proved that

we were right in saying t'hat we should neg·lect 1t.

He wac;

:!Ul

kept on th.are at Berkeley on. a sort . of part time basis 11
tr~veling

back and furth.

He was very unsatisfactory there.

In oth•:1r words, he just didn't do an honest day's work in
our opinion.
He would also be going to Pittsburgh for his own
family

con~euience.

He would be leaving Pittsburgh because

ho wanted to get out to Berknley for personal reaeons,

Then

of course the situ3tion came up with his attempt9 to go to
Russia just befo:re the bomb exploded to that scielJtific
conference where a member of our State Department kept the
Army from knowing about these invitations.

I

found out about

it bec:ause our s1::ientists told me that they had received

invitationso

So we checked our project to see that none of

our people would go, and then at the last minute when the plane
was about to leave, we suddenly discovered that some in_d ustrial
scientists~

namely Condon and Langmuir of General Electric

were going,

~nd

I then raised the question as to whether

they should go with their top company officials.
After discussion with GE, I withdrew any objection
to Dr. Langmuir goingo

Of course, Dr. Langmuir has since

represented that 9 but that is all righto
withdraw the objection to Condon goingo
support from the corporations concernedc

I did not
I had the fullest
Condon's passport

was withdrawn and he made a terrific battle to go..

That

battle was so unrealistic and so completely lacking in
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appreciation of what was the best interest of the United
States

th~you

couldn't help'but feel that either he was

such an utter fool that he could not be trusted, or else that
he·put his own personal desires above those of the welfare
of the country and therefore he was in effect disloyal, even
if it was not a case of ieliberately going out to aid the

MR. GRAY:

One other question about Dr.

Condon.

When he left Los Alamos and assumed this other
relationship

at

Berkel~y,

did he have any responsibility for

personnel at either place?
THE WimNESS:

He didn't leave directly for Berkeley.

He was relieved frmm the project, and went back to the
Westinghouse Company.

It was later that be was picked up

to go to Berkeley because we wanted to take a man that
would not hurt the project in any wayo

As to his responsibil-

ities for personnel at Los Alamos, that was one afhis big
responsibilities.

To assist in recruiting personnel.

The

idea was that Dr. Condon, in my concept, and I believe Dr.
Oppenheimer carried out that concept completely in so far as
he felt that it was possible to carry it out because we both
found out pretty soon that Condon was not competent -Oppenheimer was to think the scientific problems and to
establish the schedule of scientific and technical worko
wae: to run everything connected with the

pr~curemeLt ~f

Condon
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PE'rsonual, the operation of the personnel, their relations
with the military, and all thato
the

housekee~ing.

The military

wa~

to run

As I say, Condon failed in that.

started to move into the personnel thing.

Oppenheimer

Of course,

Oppenheimer still had at the beginning to get the seniDr
personnel, but building up and getting all the arrangements
was supposed to be eondon's responsibility.
MR. GRAY:

This is while he was identified with the

project.
THE WITNESS:

MR. GRAY:

Yes.

When he left, he had no

• THE WITNESS:

That is right.

responsi~lity?

He had no responsibility.

He left with, I would say -- both Dr. Oppenheimer and myself
-- we had the utmost distaste for Dr. Condon.

There was the

utmost cooperation in getting this thing on a plane where
you might say we had Dr. Condon oo the record in a way that
he has never liked to have it disclosed since, tWat he had
not done a good job out there,
MR. GRAY:

My •ext question involves a considerable

change of pace, Generalo

THE WITNESS:
MR. GRAY:

That is all right, sir.
Do you think that the Russian effort

to develop this kind of weapon has in ·any way, as you look
'back on history, bead. accelerated by any information they
may have gotten one way ·or another .from our own ,people.?
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THE WITNESS:

Oh~

yeso

There is no questiono

If

I can go into that a little bit, first they got information
as to our interest essentially through espionage at Berkeley.
These are all conclusions.
MRo GRAY:

I understand.

THE WITNESS:
interested

there.

You can't prove thems of course.

They got the thought that we were

Theycertainly had gotten before he

ever came to the country -- they must have gotten information
from Fuchs that Britain was interested in this affair and
that we were, too, because up until the time I came into
control, there was a complete interchange of scientific
information between Britain and America on this.

If the

British didn't know everything we were doini, it is because
they were stupid, and they were not on the job.
they

did~

I don't think

but they knew most of ito
Thenext disclosure outside of that particular

thing is that whatever Fuchs passed during the war, and I dou't
think he passed too much until near the end, they undoubtedly
knew certain things -- they had good espionage

and they

kuew a lot of things that were going on.
For example, when we had trouble at Hanford and
our piles suddenly quit -- I think that is generally known,
again that is not secret, but I wouldn't like to have it
repeated --we had trouble with our pileso

The trouble

existed because this was a sudden disclosure of a scientific

effect that bobody l;lad anticipated,

Ther eaaon we had not

anticipated that was because we had never operated our
pile at Chicago, our preliminary work there, continuously.
We had not operated continuously becaae my orders to the
Chicago laboratory were directly and deliberately disobeyed.
I had said that they wi 11 be operated continuously.
know what wi 11 happen.

Let us find out·,;

We don't

Of course I dido' t

anticipate this scientific problem, but a·fter a 11, any
engineer knows you ought to operate something continuously.
The power worked so well at Chicago that they
operated it only during nice convenient hours.

So we never

got this effect that was so disastrous at Hanford.
in charge

a~

My officer

Chicago failed because he didn't report that

they were not carrying out my orders, which he should have
done if he. could not get them to comply.
When

thi~

thing happened at Hanford, it was known

by people that had no right to know it within -- I can't

recall the exact iime now-- I think it was 48 hours.

It -was

lr.nown in New York by somebody who was not in the project.
To get to New York, I had to trace out .this thing.
it went from Hanford to Chicago, which

wa~.~legi

i

I think
•

went from Chicago to Montreal which was not legitimate.

It

went from Montrea 1 to someone else in Candda, and from that·
i·t went to New York,

I dido 't

~}..ave

to

ha~

ve that diagram,

We found out that this man had an inkling that something
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had happened, and that was enough to show the extent of this
kind of espionage.
There was a great deal of loose talk about it by
scientific people, as I say, breaking down my compartmentalization rules.
Of

cours~I

alwa~

knew that if you have this many

people on a project, that somebody is going to be faithless
and somebody is going to

betray you, and that is why we

had compartmentalization.
Then after the war when the May case broke in Canada,
that of course was pure luck, what May had done.

Apparently

May gave to the Russians a sample of U-233 and a sample of
something else.
nowa

I think it was plutonium.

I don't recall

But the U-233 was all important because that indicated

to the Russians thatwe were interested in thorium, which
could only

b~

produced that wayo

The result of

that was

most unfortunate.
Then the next thing that happened was --I didn't
know this until later--- apparently there was a fiary kept
up there with certain names in it.

I have

~ver

beenable to

get the truth ofthat, because people who were involved have
clammed up"

They were not people who were friendly to me

in the main, anyway.

They were not people who would

disclose matters to me.

But I believe there was a diaryo

I believe Fuchs' name &as in that Giary, a list of

acquiintanr :,as or addresses, that was in the hands of somebody
in that

Cr

.nadisn ring.

I have a brays thought it was Fuchs.

It bas been told it was somebody else.
that.

Fuchs' name •as in

That list was supposedly disclosed to people in· the

United States, not in the project, but outside of the project,
and the list was never shown to me, the one man who should
have had it shown to him by all means.
~-

There were attempts on the part of our government
to keep me from knowing about this Canadian affair.

I was

0'
~

Ct

bf it by Dr. Chadwick, the British scientific representative.
I should have been told by our top officials whoever got
tbe first word from Canada.

I should have been told.

I was

not consulted about it in any way.
I think that led probably to the da•age of Fuchs,
that Fuchs did.

Of course, the Fuchs case to me was a very

bitter affair, because the British Government deliberately
lied about Fuchs.

I said that with emphasis to the fullest.

Not only did they lie once, they lied three times in writing.
I first asked for this gnnup of which Fuchs was a member,
have they been cleared?
cl,eared.

The answer waq yes, they have been

They are perfectly soudd.

I said that is not satisfactory.
tlnn that.

I have to have more

They came back then with .a letter that said· these

mEm had been Q cleared by our investigative agencies over
I

i11 England..

•'

I think t'hey ca 11 it ,.hat is it,

G-5~•

·or something
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o

t

at -in •

i

elli enc

n

I

m. t rou

~nclu

efused to accept that.
and said that these

g Fu·hs,

i

ar·. whic

sa

ho we

or

hortl

en co ing over

c · ·ize

.on, and

ave all been clesre

on

you wold use in this cou t y for

going· to ·now the sam

at t" t tim
of the

n t ay
the~,

el' n
a

.

and .be F

T

the

In oJh r words, a combination of milita y

t

things.

They

ereaft-r or s ortly befo

·oug t up
0

that so e

ere o- Germ n birth, that t1oy 1ere no

th t r-ome of "· em ha

citizens by act of parliament.

been made English

Frisch was related to-

Ellissa Meitner or was at least a nephew of Peierls and
Sir John Simon, either were not Btitish citizens or were
made British citizens by act of parliament,
In other words, they had not fulfilled the usual
requirements.;

Never did they mention that Fuchs was German

born or was being made a cttizen or had been by act of
parliament, that Fuchs was a Communist or had a Communist
background, that Fuchs had been interned in Canada as a
German, and then released. all of the things that would have
made me say, "Well, leave Fuchs at homeo"

None of that was

given.
As I say, it was repeated and they knew what the
story was, and yet they brought Fuchs

over~

Unfortunately

Fuchs was in the delegation of British who came and discussed
with us the gasseous diffusion pfocess which was the one

p}' CJcess we had that we really too.k our hair do•n and told

'

th1:!ID ml ~~- about because the fee ling was that they had

initiated that process and they could be helpful.
There was also a very strong element, I would say
93 to 99 per cent of the

sci~ntific

personnel on the project,

who considered the gas diffusion process a mistake • including
the people who were actually responsible for the dovo lopment ~
Dr. Urey, who was the head, violently opposed it.

•

i1; coulcln 't possibly work.
let the

Briti~h

He said

So it was not unreasonable to

look at it.

Of course, as you know and is well knowng I was
not responsiae for our close cooperation with the British.
I did everything to hold back on

it~

I would say perfectly

frankly I did the things that I have sort of maybe by
implication blamed on my scientists for doing.

I did not

ca~

out the wishes o"f our government with respect to cooperation
wi.th the British because I wac; leaning over bac;:kwards.
That information that Fuchs gave wac;·all important.
The mistake that was made at Los Alamos in breaking down
corapartmentalization was vital to F'uchs, _because Fuchs later
went t6 Los Alamos, it was vital to Fuchs, and the information
be passed to the Russians.
But in doing_ that, I think it is important to
/

realiz'E~

this with respec·t to Fuchs.

.

lf we hac.l limite·d ·it to

::1 small group, say just the top pgop.le, Fuchs lllight still have
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been in that group.

Fuchs would also have worked on the

hydrogen bomb as one of the subordinates, and would have
passed that information.
With the British not being completely under my
control, I think it would have been passed on by the British
group to Fuchs, whether we had the compartmentalizatbn strictly
observed there or

But irrespective of that, I feel that

no~.

was one.of the disadvantages of the breakdown of compartmentalizationo
MR~

GRAY:

You think there was information. and it

seems clear that Fuchs was involved in the transmission of
information, you think it was confined exclusively to Fuchs?·
THE WITNESS:

No~

I think the data that went out in

the case of .the Rosenbergs was of minor valueo
say that publiclyo

Again

I

~hat

ig something while it is not

secret, I think should be kept very

quiet~

because irrespective

of the value of *hat in the overall picture, the
de~erved

!would never

R~senbergs

to hang, and I would not like to see anything that

v'ould make people say Genera 1 Groves thinks they didn't do much
damage after

~11.

-

---- - - - - - -

On the situation as a whole, our reliance, when we
first talked after the war about what the time limits were
on the Russians and it is quite possible I talked to you
about it when you were Secretary of the Army · -- I don't
recall, I certainly made no bones about it -- our reliance
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what 'the Russians could or could not do was based on

priaarily the

~upplies

of material which I felt would b•

a\·a.i.lable to them, that is . raw mater.ial, and on the basis
ttat there would be no

gen~ral

relsxatian of security rules

beyond the Smyth report, and the declassificatbn study
whibh said what could be released.
In that the criterion

~-

and that criterion was

established by a committee of eminent

s~ientists,

but like

all committees, it was under pretty rigid controJ by me
because I had the chairman, Dr. TQlman, who was in compte ,
sympathy with me as far as I know 1 I had the secretary, who was
an officer and a

~istinguished

chemist handling that end --

and they were told in advance what should be the criterion
and they got the board to agree to that criterion.

Nothing

was recommended for declassification where it was felt that
would be of any assistance to the Russians in developing ·the
bomb.
Later, that has been stretcbed and stretched; ·.and.
there has been a tremendous amount of data published.
know I fought the bat,le.

I did not win.

As· you

The American

people and the Congress and everybody else was opposed to me.
It has always been said, get the information out, and
the1·e. has been a great laxness

there~

I think the primary reason was·
got into these materials in Saxony.

tha~

the Russians

We didn't know about
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and I
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sure he dido

We were never too much concerned

about thats because I personally felt that the electromagnetic
process was a process, while it was of extreme importance
to us during the war, and we saved at least a year's time
by doing it, that it was not theprocess we would follow
after the waro

Tbt is one reason why we put silver in those

magnets, because we knew we would-get it out.
DR. EVANS:

Genera 1 Groves, I would like to ask

one question that is not very important, and maybe you can't
answer it.

There are some t .hings that appear in magazines

that is almost classified information.

That article in Life,

do you remember seeing that?
THE WITNESS:
DR. EVANS:

No, I didn't read that.
I think it was LifeD

It contained a

lot of material that I did not think was unclassified.

Did

any of you people read that article?
THE WITNESS:

I have not read that, but I can tell

you that I am constantly being shocked by what I see.

With

respect to that, to clarify a little my previous answer to
Mr. Gray, because I am reminded of this by your question,
during the war there were two things that came out that
annoyed me tremendouslyo

The last one was kind of funny

but it still annoped me.

I thought that is an awfully

cheap thing to do.
As you know, we bad the utmost cooperation from the
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Tb.at.is very definite.
good.

Our relationships were gen:trally

But on one occasion a newspaper wanted to print n-ews

about Hanford and what a tremendous development was·out there.
They had their repbr,.ter out and they had their
and it was a bangup ·story.
told no,

~hey

s~ory

written

We found out about it,and they were

could not print it. ·Of course, that was handled

through.press censorship.

We didn't deal directly with them.

They said there are thousands of peop·le -that know it, and
they would not agree with our philosophy which was that
thousands 'of people could;.;.knew it but that is no sign the
Russi~ns

did, or the enemy-- we could not

Russi~ns

too muth then.

tal~·about

the

So that they agreed nrit to publish it.

About a month afterwards a Congressman from Oregon,
I think his name was Angell, suddenly made a speech on the
floor ·of the House appealing for more appropriations for
the Interior Department for, I think, installat-ion of electric
generators in Grand Coulee, or something of that ·kind, and
among other things he said that there was this tremendous
plant with great electrical demand at Hanford, Washington.
The papfJr came out with this.
on the interior page.

It was a little squib

It said the Congressional Direct.ory

contained tge fo'llowing today and it just quoted that
As I say, I though\ it was awfully poor. I knew
,
I think it was s6mebody who
it had not been top management.

absolutely.

got

smart~

But there was one very serious break that

~'/.t.J

disclosed during the war -- to me, if I had been a Russian
I think if the intelligence of Kapitsa and the background or
the intelligence of anyone else who was working on this
project -- it would have indicated that the way to produce
an atomic bomb was in some way to take care that it might be
based on implosion.
saw that article.

1 don't know if anyone else in the room
I think I probably discussed it with Dr.

Oppenheimer at the time.
DR. EVANS:
THE WITNESS;

I saw it,
It was a terrible article.

just was not anything we could do.
as I could be that somebody
information out.
course, did

was~

1 was just a s

certain

just trying to get blt

I don't know who was responsible.

almost nothing about it, because that

of thing you don't do anything abouto
country the

There

republ~cation

We, of
~s

the kind

We prevented in this

of articles appearing abroad,

particularly in Scandanavian papers, that disclosed ideas.
Wa made no mention, for example, in the press dispatches
when the heavy water plant was

finally destroyed in Norway.

They might be described in detail in the Scandanavian press.
We objected and were successful in having them not reprinted
on the ground that would indicate to the Russians some interest.
I don't know how successful we were in keeping the Russians
frr::lm realizing what a tremendous effort this was, and how
hopeful we were, and what the effects would be. but

judgi~g
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from the Russian attitude, I

woul~

appreciate the strength of this

say that they did not

weap~n

until it dri:opped

on Hiroshima, and they were told of the effects.
did not appreciate it until after

They still

Bikini, because the atti-

tude of the Russian de legation at the United Nations, which
of course was very responsive to Moscow as you know,
changed completely, not immediately after the explosion, but
within about 24 houss of the time that the ships returned
to San Francisco, and the Russian observers who were there

•

against my wishes -- as you know, I did not control Bikini .. -got ashore and went to the Russian consulate.

Wi~in

24 hours

to 48 hours, the whole attitude of the Russian delegation
at the United Nations changed, and this became a very
serious matter, instead of·just being something, "Oh, well,
it doesn't amount to much."

That would indicate to me that

they had not been convinced by their espionage of just how
important this all was.
MR.·GRAY:

Mr. Garrison.
REDIRECT EXAMINATION

BY MR. GARRISON;
~

Genera 1, Dr. Oppenheimer had no responsi.bi 11 ty :foi·

the select ion or the clearance of Fuchs, did he?
A
as

fa~

No, not at all.
as I can.remember.

~·

He had no responsibility whatsoever,
He had no

responsfiilit~

for· it,

bnd I don't re.call his ever having asked me to get an
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Englishman at the laboratory in any way, nor did
their need.

suggest

~e

He acquiesced when I said I thought we should

get them there in view of. things, and becaUE we desperately
needed certain assistance that those men can give.
were a scientific reservoir.

They

There was not any use in trying

to keep them out, as I saw the pictureo
tried to be reasonable about it.

In other words, I

I didn't try to oppose the

administration when I knew I was going to get licked.

After

all, I had been in Washington for many, many years.
All this talk about espionage, you didn't mean to

Q

suggest

~Y

anything that you said with respect to it that

Dr. Oppenheimer had anything whatever to do with espionage
activities with foreign agents?
A

Oh, by no means.

Dr. Oppenheimer was responsible

as the Director of the laboratory for assisting in every
possible way our security and defense against espionage at Los
Alamos.

If you look down the chart, he might be

responsible to a certain degree for operation of the security
officer.

It was more in the way of assisting that officer

and of advising me or this officer's superiors if he
thought the officer waq not doing a good job.

But

~he

officer

from a practical standpoint did not report to Oppenheimer
eltcepting as a matter of courtesyo
Q

So you would not want to leave with this board even

by the remotest suggestion that you are here questioning Dr.
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Oppenheimer's basic loyalty to the United States in the
operation of the Los Alamos plant.
A

By no mea.ns and nothing about the espionage.

I

think it is ve·ry important if there has been any misunderstanding that Dr.•. Oppenheimer was not in any way responsible
for anything to do with. the protection of the United States
,against espionage, excepting cooperation which was natura 1
as· the head of the scie.n tific effort out there.
was there any intent to _imply.

By no means

I hope I did not lead anybody

to think otherwise for an-instant.

Q

After Dr. Oppenheimer resigned as the director of

the project, did he· remain as a consultant for t·he Manhattan
District?
A

Appaiently he did.

l

~idn't

realize that until

somebody asked me about it, or something was
I think he did.
way.

~aid

here earlier.

I don't think he was on the payro 11 in any

But certainly- I would not have hesitated to ask him

any questions or to discuss anything that was of a secret
nature during that period I ranained in control.

For one

th:Lng, the_re was nothing that c·ame up with which he was not
already thoroughly familiar. . There was no possibility of
anything in that.
a!; I recall he

wa"=~

So the question never arose.

i think also

'
a melllber of this
declassifiea'f;ion board

a l'.t~ough I am not certai:n of that_
re·t:!ord and of course he would know.

That would be .in the
That was the one
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chairmanned by Dr. Tolman.

Q

You have given us your interpretation of the

requirements of the Atomic Energy Act, Genera 1 Groves.
Leaving the Act to one side or supposing that it provided
that the test of the employuent of a man in Dr. Oppenheimer's
position should be what is .in the public interest, would you
say that the revocation of his employment would be in the
public interest if that is the way the Act read?
A

The revocation under such extreme publicity as has

occurred I think would be most unfortunate, not because of
the effect on Dr. Oppenheimer-- that I leave to one side-but because of what might be a very disastrous eff_ect upon
the attitude of the academic scientists of this country
towards doing government research of any kind, and
particularly when there

not any war on.

wa~

I think you can

refer back to history as to the attitude of the average
academic man in 1945 when the war was over.

They were

exactly like the average private in the Army who said to
himself, the war is over, how soon can I get back home to mom
and get out of this uniformD
academic scientists felt.

That was the way the average

He wanted out.

He wanted to be

where he could resume his old academic life, and where he
•::ould talk and not have to be under pressure of any kind.
What happened is what I expected,_that after they
had this extreme freedom for about six months, they al l
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started to get itchy feet, and as you know almost every one
of them has come back into government research, because it
was just too exciting, and I think still is exciting.

Does

that answer your question?
Yes.

Q

I have, General, a copy of a letter which I

·am sure you recall
May 18, 1950.
recDrd.

I

f~om

yourself to Dr. Oppenheimer; dated.

I would like to read it, if I may,· into the

am sure you have no objection to that•
Anything I wrote I have no objectib:ti'·

to· w~atever.

A

No.

Q

This is on the letterhead of Remington Rand, Inc.

Laboratory of Advaoced Research, South Nbrwa lk, Conn.·,
May 18, 1950.
"Dr. J. Robert Oppenheimer
''The Institute for Advaaced Study
·PPrinceton. New Jersey.
"~ear

Dr. Oppenheimer:

"l:f at any time you shoutd feel that it were wise
.

I would

.

be pleased ·to have ·. you make a statement of the genera 1

tenor of that which follows :
'''Genera 1 Groves has informed me that shortly after
he took over the responsibility for the development of the
atomic bomb, he reviewed personally the entire file and all
known informati.on concerning me a.nd immediately ordered that
I t•e cleared tor a 11 atomic information ia order that I might
participate in the development of the atomic. bomb.

General
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Groves has also informed me that he personally went over all

.

infamation concerning me which came to light during the
course of operations af the atomic project and that at no
time did he regret his decision."
"I don't believe that yo11 will find any need to make
use of any such statement, but you might,

You might wish to

show it to some individual for his use in handling
unpleasant situations, if any arise.
"I have been very much pleased with the comments
that have been made by various persons in whose judgment I
have more than average faith, such as the reported statement
of Representative Nixon that hehad 'complete confidende in
Dr. Oppenheimer's loyalty.'

This was made in a speech at

Oakdale, California.
"I am sure of one thing, and that is, that this
type of attack 9 while it is unpleasant, does not in the end
do real damage to one's reputation.
"I wonder if you saw the editorial in the
Washington Post to the effect that the way to cripple the

u.~.

atomic energy program would be to single out a few of the
foremost nuclear physicists and dispose of them by character
assassination.

When I remember how the Post has written

about me, it makes me wonder just who wrote this particular
editoriaL
"I Bo hope that you are finding life enjoyable and
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not too hectic and that I will have the pleasure of seeins
you again before too long.
"My very best to Mrs, Oppenheimer.
"Sincer~ly

yours" signed

''L~R.Groves,

Lt. General

U. S. Army (Retired) • "
General, if Dr, Oppenheimer had bad occasion to
m~ke

this statement public, needless to say it would have been

the quoted portion as set forth in your letter.
it appropriate in

But I think

this executive session to put the whole

letter in the record· and ask you if the expressions of
confidence in him contained in this letter you wrote bold?
A

I think the letter is ·something that was abm>lute ly

what I thought at 'he tim• that I wrote it.

I think if you

interpret it in that light and know what has happened since,
th.at you can draw your· own cone lusions as to what I feel today.
MR. GARRISON:

That is allo

MR. ROBB:

May I ask another question?

MR. GRAY:

Yes.

RECROSS EXAMINATION
BY MR. ROBB:
Q

General Groves, I show you the memorandum which

you wrote to the Secretary of War under date of March 24,
1947, and ask you if you recall writing that?
A

.No, I don't recall.

writing this.

Oh, yes, sur,lly I recall

I know I wrote it because again my signature
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is there, and nobody ever successfully forged it.
MRa ROBS: .. 1-think it might be well, Mr. Chairman,
so the record would be complete, if I read this in the record,
too ..
"War Department
"Washington
"March 24, 194 7.
"Memorandum to the Secretary of War.
"Subject:

Loyalty Clearance of Dr .. J. R .. Oppenheimer.

"In accordance with our telephonic conversation, I
express below my views relative to the loyalty of Dr.

J ..

R.

Oppenheimer.
"When I was first placed in charge of the Atomic
Bomb development in September 1942, I found a number of
persons working on the project who had not received proper
security

cl~arances.

One of these was Dr. Oppenheimer who

had been studying ceetain of the theoretical problems concerning
the explosive force of thebomb.

The security organization,

then not under my control, did not wish to clear Oro Oppenheimer
becau. of certain of his associations, particularly those of
the past.

After consideration of the availability and caliber

of suitable scientists, I decided that it would be in the
best interests ofthe United States to use Dr. Oppenheimer's
services.

Prior to this, I reviewed Dr .. Oppenheimer's

complete record personallyb

It was apparent to me that he
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would not be cleared by any agency whose sole responsibility
was military security,

Nevertheless, my careful study made

ue feel that, in spite of that record, he was fundamentally a
loyal Jimerican citizen and that, in view of his potential
overall value to the project, he should be employed.

I

ordered accordingly that be be cleared for the Manhattan
Project.

Since then, I have learned many things amplifying

that record but nothing which, if known to me at that time,
v1ould have changed my decision.
"In connection with the above statement. it must be
remembered that the provisions of the Atomic Energy Act of 1946
did not control my actions prior to the enactment of that law •

. My decisions in respect to clearances of personnel were based
on what I believed to be the best overall interests of the
United States under the then existing circumstances.

As I

have long sioee informed the Atomic Energy Commission, I
do not consider that all persons cleared for employment by
the Manhattan District, while under my command, should be
automatically cleared by the Atomic Energy Commission, but
that that Commission should exercise its own independent
judgment based on present circumstances."
Signed "La R. Groves, Major General, USA."
THE WITNESS:

Might I ask·the date?

BY MR. ROBB:
Q

March 24, 1947.

I thought I read that.
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by

A

Oh, you did.

~

Do you care to comment on that?

A

Yes, I would like to comment on that.

Q

Yes, sir.

A

It is my recollection, and particularly reinforced

thos e letters that you read previously and something tbt

appeared in some paper which I know was true, that it was
about this time that the Atomic Energy Commission reviewed
this question of Dr. Oppenheimer's usefulness on theproject.
They apparently» I think at that time that they actually
reviewed it -- and the paper stated it was March 8 that
Lilienthal got a telephone call or that it was taken up by
the Commission in response to a letter or something of
information from J. Edgar Hoover --I believe I was in
Florida at the time, because I had gone down there about that
time to try to get away from Washington, and particularly to
get away so that I would not be in Washington during the
confirmation fight on the Hill on Lilienthal and the other
Commissioners.
blck.
mf1.

The War Department insisted on my coming

They thought, l think, ten days was enough leave for
They exerted a 11 kinds of pressure on the . Surgeon Genera 1

and I was finally sort of forced to come back much sooner
than I wanted to come back,

It was not health; it was just

a case I wanted to be out of Washington during that time.
thought it was wise from the standpoint of

everybody~

I
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glad to have had you as a witness.
THE WITNESS:

Thank you ver{ much for letting me

come in.
MR. GRAY:

We will take a recess

~ow,

gentlemen.

(Brief recess.)
MR. GRAY:

Mr. Robb, are you ready?

MR. ROBB:

Yes, sir.

Whereupon,
J. ROBERT OPPENHEIMER
a witness having been previously duly sworn, was recalled to
the stand and testified further as follows:
CROSS EXAMINATION (Resumed)
BY MR. ROBB:

Q

Dr. Oppenheimer, yesterday we discussed for a

little bit David Joseph Bohm.

Do you recall that?

A

I recall most of it, I think.

C

You testified that in accord with your letter of

answer to General Nichols that you asked for the transfer of
Bohm to Los Alamos.

Do

y~u

recall that?

A

Surely.

Q

What didyou know about David Joseph Bohm's

academic background?

In other words, his record as a scholar?

A

He was .a good student, a very good student.

Q

Where had he been a student?

A

At Berkeley.

.

Do you recall that his

Q

a~a~es we~e

no~
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very good

at Berkeley?
A
goo:H.

No.

I think the grades he got from E

were probably

He has made a very great name for himse•,;J.t,..as a scientist.

Q

You testif.ied, as I recall, that you had seen Bohm

and Lomanitz at Princeton before they appeared

and.~.t.estified

before the House Committee.
A

This was pure accident.

I was walking from the

barber.
Q

Thereafter you read the transcript of their testimony.

A

Yes.

I don't

kn~

how carefdly I read it, put I·

read it.
Q

It was a matter of interest to yo~, though~, was it

A

Naturally.

Q

Did you notice that both Bohm and :LomanJ:tz de·cliried

not?

to answer upon the ground of possible s·elf incrimination
w.hen asked whether or not they knew Steve Nelson?

A

I reeognize that.

Q

'Did that make any particular impression upon you?

A

I concluded

Q

You a1so concluded, did you not, that the fact that

tha~

they did know him.

'theyknew him might c·ause -them to be incrimin·ated in some
crimina 1 proceeding?
·A·

.·:Right.•
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Q

It was not an unreasonable conclusion on your

part, was it, thatthe criminal matter might be espionage?
A

I had been told in that interview in the spring of

1946 with the FBI that the investigation concerned their

joining the Communist Party.
Q

But didn't you conclude when you read their

testimony refusing to admit or answer whether or not they
knew Nelson that they might have been involved in espionage
with Nelson?

A

I didn't conclude that they wereo

I didn't conclude

anything, siro
Q

Didn't you conclude that they might have been?

A

I didn't draw any conclusion.

Q

What did you think they might have

been~criminated

in by their answers?

A

Membership in the Communist Party?

Q

Is thatall?

A

That is all I knew abouto

Q

Did you see Bohm after he testified?

A

I am sure I did ,.

Q

Did you talk with him about his testimony?

A

No~

Q

You did not cross him off your list of friends

after he testified, did you?
A

We were in .Princeton not really friendso

Ww were
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acqunintances.
him.

I

Q

I didn't cut him.

I didn't run away from

don't believe there was any real problem.
Was there any change whatever in your relationship

with and your attitude towards Bohm after he testified?
A

I was worried about his testimony.

I didn't like it.

('

Was there any change in your relatio.nship with Bohm

or your attitude toward him?

A

My attitude I have just described.

Q

Was there any change in your relationship?

A

I find it hard to answer that question because the

relationship was not a very substantial one.
Q

You said you were worried about his testimony.

What do you mean by that?

A

I don't like it when people that I know have to

plead the Fifth Amendment.
Q

But you testified yesterday that you would, had he

asked you, given him a letter of recommendation after that.

A

A letter of recommendationas a competent physicist.
DR. EVANS:

Bobm is publishing scientific articles

now, is he?
THE WITNESS:
DR. EVANS:
THE WITNESS:

He is.

What university is be at?
University of Technical Institute

Clr something at Sao Paulo, Brazil.
BY MR. ROBB:
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Q

Did you know a man by the name of Mario tichoenberg?

A

I think that is right.

I was tbere last summer

and I didn't see Schoenberg.
Q

Do you know him?

A

No.

Q

Do you know anything about him?

A

He is reputed to be an activ e Communist •

Q

You have been told he was?

A

Yes.

Q

Did you and certain other persons sign a letter

•

in his behalf in 1952, I beleve it was?
A

Schoenberg?

Q

Yes sire

A

I don't remember it.

I was told he was a Communist

last summer when I was in Brazil.

MR. GRAY:

I would like to ask if this wa$ referred

to in General Nichols' letter, do you recall?

MRo ROBB:
in gea·eral terms.

Not specifically, no, but it was covered
May we pass on to something else while we

try to find it?
THE WITNESS:

Let me stipulate.

I learned of

Schoenberg as a rather great scandal among the physicists in
Brazil last summer.

I don't know whatthe incident involving

him was, or what the problem involving him was, but obviously
if there is a petition or letter of record, r don't want to
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put you to the trouble of digging it up.
MR. GARRISON:
THE

Yes.
You want to see it?

WI~ESS:

MR. GRAY:

I

just want to call attention to the fact

that this letter was not specifics lly referred to.
MR, GARRISON:

This is totally new to us.

we· have

never heard of the man as far as counsel is concerned.
MR. GRAY:

I am calling. your attention to the fact

that it is probably something new.
~.

••

ROBB:

We do not have ithere.

I will come back

to it.
MR. GRAY:

Will you re·turn to this'?.

MR. ROBB:

Yes, sir.

THE WITNESS:
MR. SILVERMAN:

I should not stipulate anything.
No, not as to a letter you· couldn't.

remember.
THE WITNESS:
MR. GARRISON:.

I don't remember.
Mr.

Chairman~ .. I

.would like·
tQ
.•.

'

~-

request at this point that subject to check.bf you with
counsel that this whole

ma~te~

of Dr. Oppenheimer's relations

if any with this man Schoenberg be not considered a part
the record until the item has been·cbecked.
MR. GilAY:

Tht·s portion of the record beginning

wi·th the filst question about Schoeneerg at th.is pointwi 11
be stricken until you are prepared to read the letter,

ot
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MRo ROBB:

I have it here now, sir.

MR. GRAY:

Was that your suggestion?

MR. GARRISON:

No, I would like to make sure it

does have some relation to Bohm or Lomanitz Dr some one of
the people mentioned here.

Otherwise, it is completely new

and I think we should have a little notice of it, if we may.
That is what !meant by a check.

MR. GRAY:

I think it would be well for counsel to

read the letter and see whether you wish to make any
suggestions.
MR. ROBB:

I will show this photostat to the

doctor, and ask him if he

did~

fact sign this letter.

I am sorry about the date, Doctor; it was in 1948.

MR. GARRISON:
MR. ROBB:

Would you show it to us?

Yes, indeed.

MR. MARKS:

Why don't you let us take a look at it

first, Mr. Robb?
THE WITNESS:

I will identify my signature and the

company. but I will also shut up.
MR. GARRISON:

Mr. Chairman, I think strictly

speaking it is not within the purview of the letter but we
heve no objection at all to its being read,
MH. ROBB:

Very well.

BY MR. ROBB:

Q

Doctor, I will read you this letter, or rather a

f:i33
rto~ostat

le·genc1:

of it.

At the top it bears the typewritten

"Despatch No. 743, June 1, 1948.

E:PKeeler/eljg."

To

Depa:~·tment

-

Below that in printi.ng, "Palmer Physical

Laboratory, Princeton University, Princeton, New Jersey.
May 20, 1948."

Stamped "American Embassy, June 1, 1948."

"The Honorable Herschel V. Johnson,
"American Ambassador,
"Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
"My dear Mr. Ambassador:
"Professor Mario Schoenberg who was a guest in our
b bora tories at Princeton for sever a 1 months a number of years

ago, we have heard to the. dismay of a 11 of us, has been
imprisoned at Sao Paulo since M.arch 30th
accusation mr any legal process.
have his case reviewed?

withoq.~.

llPY forma 1

Can you do something to

Scho~nberg h~s

~ade

significant

contributions to mechanics, classical and quantlllD electrooynamics, astrophysics and cosmic ray physics.
leader of the school of

theoretic&~

He is the

physic$ at Sao Paulo.

His

imprisonment has stopped not only .t-he work of one of the
leading Brazilian scientists, but also his training of new
Brazilian scientists, which is. possibly even more serious.
We have beentold that
~.ppear

Schoen~erg

is a Communist.

It would

most unforunate if the apparen·tly illegal in1prisonment,

of Schoenberg aould be used l::!Y communists and fellow
tr'aveters to make him .l.~to

a

martyr for civi 1 liberties...

Both
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on this account and for the sake of science we hope you can
do something either to get him freed directly or to have him
brought to a fair trial.
"Respectfully yours,
"Po A. M. Dirae, Professor of Mathematical Physicsp
Institute for Advanced Study.
"S. Befschetz,

Chairman:~

Mathematics Department,

Princeton University.
"J

Q

R. Oppenheimer, Director, Institute for

Advanced itudy.
''John A. Wheeler, Professor of Physics, Princeton
University.
"Eugene P. Signer, Professor of

~athematical

Physics, Princeton University."
Did you sign that letter, sir?
A

My signature is authentico

Q

Had you known Schoenberg before this?

A

It is my impression that I had note

an imag• of what he looks like.

I

wa~

I don't have

not in Princeton

some years prior to that letter.
MRo GARRISON:

Mr. Chairman, if Mr. Robb is going

to pursue a line of questioning about this which is so far as
we are concerned new matter --we make no technical objection
to its being introduced -- I think it would be fair if we
might have a five minute recess to discuss with Dr. Oppenlleimer
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what he knows about this man.
MR. ROBB:

Why don't I defer this matter until

after the luncheon recess.
MR.

GARRISON~

All right.

BY MR. ROBB:
Doctor, do you have before you your letter of answer

Q

to General Nichols again?
A

I do.

Q

Will you turn to page 7, the middle paragraph,

where you state, ''I contributed to various organizations for
Spanish relief" -- can you te 11 us what they were?
I mentioned the North America·n Committee yesterday

A

afternoon,

T-hat is the one. whose na.me sticks in my mind, but

there were

~thers.

Q

Do you recall any others?

A

I have forgotten the name. of the other or riva 1

o~ganization.

There was something about medical aid, an

organization devoted to that.

'f..€·
.

-

Q

I believe you said your contributions

wer~

mostly

in cash?
A

I think so.

Q

Yot

I am not very clear about it.

told us something of Dr. Addis yesterday and

also Rudy Lacbert, who is mentioned in the next paragraph.
Addis was either a Communist or very close to a Communist.
A

Yes.
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Q

Lambert was a Communist to your knowlsge?

A

Kight.

Q

You told us that Addis died, I think, in 1950, is

that right?
A

I am not sure of that date.

Q

ApproximatelyB theno

A

Apprc*imately.

Q

You say here, "Addis asked me perhaps in the winter

of 1937-38 to contribute through him to the Spanish cause .. "
Do you recall the circumstances under which he made
that request to you?
A

He invited me to come to his laboratory to talk

to me about ito
Q

And you went?

A

JI:

Q

Did you talk to him privately?

A

Yes.

Q

What did he say to you?

A

He said, "You are giving all this money through

went.

these relief organizations.
i

If you want to do good, let

t go through Communist channels, through Communist Party

channels and it will really help."

Q

Is that all he said?

A

That is

Q

Was there anything said about the amount of your

t~e

subStance of it.

/

c ontr ibuti pns?
A

He said what I could.

Q

Did you tell him what you thought you could?

A

I don't think I made up my mind at

Q

Did there come a time when you did?

A

No, except as we went on.

C'

Then you say, "He made it clear that

tha~

time.

t~i~ . money,··

unlike that which went to the relief organizations, would' go
straight to the fighting effort."

What do you mean by

"the fighting effort"?
A

m an

I understood that it meant getting men into Spain

international brigade and getting equipment for them.

That is what I understood.

This was, I believe, an illegal

operation, but I am not sure.
Q

Were you so advised at the time?

A

I

C

Is that why

A

I think .1twould have been a good reason for it.

~as

.not ·advised, no.
yo~ -~ade

your contributions in cash?

I ought to say that l did a great deal of my busin(:SS in cash.
Q

Was there any other reason for making your

contributions in cash?
A
Q

I think I have stated it.
-You have 'stated the specific reason.

reason in genera 1
A

~hat

Wasn't the

you wanted to concea 1 'them?

I didn't want to

advertis~

them, ·certainly.
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Reading further from·your answer at the top of

Q

page 8:

"J did so contribute usually when he communicated

with me explaining the nature of the needo"

.How o£ten would he communicate with you to explain
the nature of the need?
I would think maybe five or six times during the

A

time I

in Berkeley.

wa~

A year.

Q

Five or six times a year?

A

Yes.

Q

What would be the nature of the need that he would

elllf.ain?
A

First, it was the war, and then later it was

somthing else.

He would tenl me about the fighting, he

would tell me that they were hard up.

He would paint the

picture of the desperate situation as it rapidly developed
and what money could do for ito
Q

You said later on it was something else.

What

was that?
A

That was the problem of getting the Spanish

Loyalists out of the camps in France and getting them
resettled.

Don't •isunderstand me.

I am not talking of this

in contemporary terms, but in the terms that I understood in
those days.
Q

Wbt doyou think now the need was?

A

1 think probably if the money went through Communist

5H9

channels, the money was to

r~scue

Communists.

Q

You knew it was going through Communist channels.

A

I knew it.

Q

F'or how many years did that go on?

A

You have fixed the date

in·ea~1y

1942.

l have the

feeling that is about right.

Q

You mean you think your last: contribution was

probably in .. ear1y 1942?

e

A

Yes, in early 1942.

.Q

Starting in 1937 or earlier?

A

Yes.

Q

In other words, it continued for approximately four

years?
A

Yes.

Q

Whatwas the.average yearly amount that you gave

through those channels?
A

I never tataled it up.

Q

1

know tQat.

A

I

should think more than $500 and less

Q

Doc.tor, I don't mean to ·pry into .irrelevant • tters

of your persona 1 life or affairs, but your..

i,n~ome

tha~

$1, oo~.·

during

tbos.e.. .years was probably between 15 and 2U t:Q.ousand dollars
a year, wasn't it?
A

No, that is on the high side.

Q

Would it have been $15.,000?
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A
it

up~

I think my salary was $5,000.

I have not looked

I believe we got about $8,000 or so in dividends and

interest.
~

Doctor, I am not trying to trap you.

A

No 1 no.

It was not under $1?,000 and not over

$18 ,ooo.
Q

I have looked

at your income tax return for, I

think, 1942, and it seemed to me to be about $15,000.
A

Good.

Q

That was your state income tax return.

So that

it would be perfectly possible for you to give him $1,000 a
year or even more, wouldn't it?
A

Sure.

I was not using the money I had for my

personal needs.

Q

You might have given him as much as $150 a month

on the average?
A

That is a leading question.

Q

Yes, I know.

A

I could have as far as the money I had available.

C

And you have no definite recollection as to just

how much you did give him?
$300~

A

I remember once giving

Q

In sash?

A

In cash.

Q

What. was. the need that he explained to you for that
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money?
A

I believe that was just before the end in Spain,

that is, of the war,
Q

Wba t was the need?

A

The need was to prevent defeat.

Q

You mean mort cartridges or something?

A

MDIJe people •

Q

Your testimony is that AddiS started you off on

this, or rather YQt.Jr answer states that Addis started you off,
and your testimony is, too, and there is a time when he
brought in Isaab-Folkoff,
A

Right.

He told me he had been giving the money

to Folkoff and Folkoff could explain things just as well.
Q

Was any reasn given to you why Folko:tf executed

for Addis?
A

None.

Q

By the way, whmre did you usually give him this

money -- in your house, or where?
A

Sometimes when he was comingto Berkeley.

More

often I went to San Francisco and very often went to visit
him in his laboratory or in his home.
meet.ing.

It wasn't a regular

Sometimes we met caaua lly and he talked to me

und ie would fi" a meeting,
MR. GARRISOO:

May I ask the clarification whether

the "he" refers to Folkoff or Addis?
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BY MR. ROBB:
Q

I am talking about .Addis.

Did you follow the same

system with Folkoff?
A

Yes.

Q

Was there any difference?

A

No, except that Folkoff came less frequently to

Berkeley.
Q

Did you ever go to Folkoff's house or office to

givehim money?
A

I don't remember his office or his bouse, but I

won't at this stage deny it.
Q

About when was that when Folkoff came into the

picture?
A

I don't remember.

I can make a guess.

In 1940.

But it is a guess.
Q

You testified that Addis told you Folkoff would take

overs and he would explain things to you, is that correct?
A

Yes.

Q

What did Folkoff explain to you?

A

With one or two exceptions it was all the business

about the refugees, the camps in France, the resettlement
problems, and how much it cost and how much it cost to get
to Mexico, and ali the rest.

This was the campaign.

Q

What were the exceptions?

A

1 remember one..

The one I remember was· a campaign
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this occurred more than once -- to organize the migratory
labor in the California

Valley~

1 understood that Communists

were involved in thatc
Q

I was about to ask you a campaign by whom, and the

answer would be by the Communists.

A

Right.

Q

You say in your answer, "Sometimes I was

money for other purposes.

as~ed

for

The organization of migratory

labor in the California Valleys, for instance."

That is what

you have reference to.
A

Right.

Q

What were any of the other purposes besides that?

A

Beoides these three I mentionedp I don't recollect.

Q

You do recall there were others?

A

I have the impression there were others.

Q

Was it youn procedure to cash a check and then turn

the cash over to either Addis or Folkoff?
A

I presume I got the money from the bank.

0

You had a checking account.

A

I had a checking

Q

You say in your answer, "In time these contributions

came to an end.

account~

I went to a big Spanish relief party the

night before Pearl Harbor; and the next day, as we heard the
news of the outbreak of war, I decided that I had had about
enough of the Spanish cause, and that there were other and

more pr•3SSlag criGes in the world."
Doctor, the Spanish cause was identified in your
mind with ·the Communist Party, wasn't it?
A

Not as clearly as it has been since.

The

International Brigade, I think in fact was not purely
Communist.
Q
to the

It was certainly Communist organized.
In all events, your contributions were strictly made

Com~unists.

A

Absolutely.

Q

You

~id

not feel any revulsion against the

.Cdmmunists until after Pearl Harbor?
A
Q

I· d o.n 't believe this indicates

revu.l.Sio~.•

·Dtd you at the time of Pearl Harbor feel any

revulsion against the Communist Party?
A

That is much too strong a word,

Q

You did not?

A

Not anything as strong as revulsion, no.

~

You were not quite as enthusiastic as you had been

psviously, is that right?
A

Yes, I could put it a little more strongly than

that and a little .less strongly than revulsion •.
Q

Very well.

What was the reason why Pearl Harbor

had any bearing on your attitude towards the Communist Party?
A

I think I should add something to what

it says

he~e~

that is, I didn-'t like to continue a clandefltine operati·on of
'

.tJO
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any kind at a time when I saw myself with the possibility
or prospect of getting more deeply involved in the war.
Q

There was no question in your mind that this was

a clandestine operation, was there?

A

I don't think I concealed it frmm friends, but 1

didn't advertise it.
Q

You didn't conceal it from your Communist friends,

certainly.
A

Or my wife or so on.

Q

What effect did the Nazi-Russian Pact d

1939 have

on your attitude towards the Communist Party?

A

I hated the sudden switch that they madeD

that they would realize that this was a mistake.

I

I hoped
didn't

understand that the Communistsin this country were not
free to think, that the line was completely dictated from
abroad.
Q

You didn't cease your contributions at that time, did

A

Contributions to this affair?

Q

Yes.

A

I don't think it had any effect.

Q

Pardon?

A

I think it had no effect.

Q

Doctor, coming to page 9 of your answer, you r·efer

you?

'

to your Brother Frank 11 he told you in 1937·, probabfy in t937,.

tiou

probably in 1937, that he and
C'Onununist Party.
A

h~s

wife Jackie had joined the

What was the occas ioL :(or· telling you tlla 1;?

My memory is sharp, but it could be wrong.

he drove up t;o Berkeley, spent the night with me,

I :think

an~ .. ~.:Q~;~~-e

about it then.
C

What was the reason for telling you, do youknow?

Did he explain why he was telling you?
A

I

wa~

his brother, I suppose, and something of

the fraternal relations was involved.
Q

Did he ask your advice about it?

A

Oh, lord, no.

Q

Was it shocking to you?

A

My recollection, which may not be the same as his,

He had taken the step.

is that I was quite upset about it.
~

You say in the autumn of 1941 they, meaning your

brother and his wife, came to Berkeley.
A

They moved to Berkeley.

Q

I am reading your answer.

A

Yes.

Q

" ... , •

and Frank worked for the Radiation Laboratory.

At that time he made it clear to me that he was no longer a
meJ~~ber

of the Communist Party."
How did he make it clear to you?

A

By saying

Q

Just that?

so,~

I think.
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It was presumably in a contex.

I don't remember

the context.
Q

You mean he just said, "I am not longer a member"?

A

He probably said that he had not been since he left

Stanford, which was some time earliero
did.

No, I don't think he

I don't think he did, because the Stanford thing I was

not clear about.
Did you talk with. him about his left wing friends

Q

either teen or later?
A

I may have.

Q

Why do you say you may have?

A

I don't recollect it.

I may be wrong about.this

conversation with Frank, and it may be that I asked him 8 did
he have any Party oonaections.
Q

Why would you have asked him?

A

Ernest Lawrence had told me he would like to take

Frank on.

This was not secret work 1 but it was in the

Radiation Lab.

Lawrence had a very strong objection to

political activity and to left wing activity.
had

When Lawrence

talked to me about it, he said provided your brother

behaves

h~mself,

or some such, and keeps out of these things.

It would have been natural for me to inquire.
Q

You knew that if it were known that your brother

was a member of the Communist Party, he could not get the job,
didnrt you?
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A

Yes.

My honor was a little bit involved because

ot my having talked to Lawrence.
Q

Did you know or did you believe that if it were

known that your brother was a very recent member of the
Communist Party 0 he might not get the job?

A

I didn't know and 1 don't know now what effect

that would have had.
Q

Did you inquire?

A

No.

Q

Did you tell Lawrence that your btother had been

a member of tht Party?
A

I think I told him he had a lot of left wing

activity.
Q

Did you tell him he 'had been a member of the Communist

Party?
A

I don't think so.

Q

Your honor didn't require you to do that?

A

I didn't think so.

Q

You should have, shoukj you not?

A

These things were not that way in those days, at

least not in the community that I knew.

It wasn't regarded,

perhaps foolishly, as a great state crime to be a member of
the Communis-t Party or a s a metter of dishonor or shame.

Q

Now, continuing w.th your answer on page

~:

"As to the alleged activities of Jackie and Frank in
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1944, 1945 and 1946:

I was not in Berkeley in 1944 and 1945;

I was away most of the first half of 1946; I do not know
whether these activities occurred or not, and if I had any
knowledge of them at the time it would only have been very
sketchy."
Doctor, may I ask you, sir, you say if you had any
knowledge; did you have any knowledge of them?
A

If I had known whether I had knowledge, I would

have said so in here.

I can't remember.

c-

You don't know whether you did or not?

A

That is

right.

I can't remember whether Frank

referred to these things or not.

I had no knowledge in the

sense of a detailed or clear discussion and I didn't think
it right to say that he couldn't have mentioned these
lectures or something like that.
r

Referring to your New Year's Day visit

~o

Frank at

his house, you were at Frank's house on New Year's day in
1946?

A

I was9

I believe that later in the day we went

out to a reception, but this is my brother's recollection.
Q

Do you recall seeing Pinsky and Adelson there

that day?
A

I certainly don't.

Q

Do you recall that Mrs. Oppenheimer, I

wife, was ill that

d~y?

I have written it here as is true.
m~an

your
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A

I remember something which is not very clear.

No, I don't recall.

I thought maybe the evening before we

had to come home early from New Year's Eve;·because she was
not feeling well.
Q

Where were you staying at that .particular time?

A

The whole of our family was staying with the

whole of my brother's family.

We had not seen each other for

a long time, and we stayed in Berkeley.

Q

But you were not saying in the same house as your

brother was in, were you?
A

We were in sort of a barn.

Q

That is correct.

Don't you recall that Mrs.

Oppenhetmer was not feeling good, and she stayed in the barn
and you went over to your brother's house and talked to
Adelson and Pinsky?
A

I don't recollect it, no.

I have no recollection

of my wife's illness,
Q

You say"Pinsky and Adelson, who were at most

casual acquaintancesof mine" -- how had you made their
acquaintance, casual or otherwise?
•
A
Adelson I met, I believe, for the first time in
his bouse -- no, in the house of a friend, or in his

house~

I .llm not clear.

They

That was many, many years earlier·.

ware thinking.of starting this union at Shell, and they
asked me to

~alk

about how the Teachers Union had been.
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A

I believe he had to do with the Federation of

Architects, Engineers, Chemists and Technicians.

Q

What was Adelson's work as far as you know?

A

He was at the Shell Development Company as a

scientist of some kind.

Q

Both Pinsky and Adelson you knew to be Communist

sympathizers if not members?
A

I dOn't know them to be members and I had so little

contact with them at the statement that they were Communist
sympathizers goes beyond what I know.

Q

Do you know a man named Barney Young?

A

Young?

Q

Yes.

A

l

(

What did you see of Pinsky and Adelson subsequent

don't recollect.

to Mew Year's Day in 1946.
A

I dob't think I saw them.

~

Did you hear from them?

A

I don'tremember.

Q

Or either of them?

A

I can't deny this because it has been a rather

full life. but I don't recollect it.

Q

Do you recall in March 1946 when Adelson and Pinsky

or either of them suggested thatyou
A

In March 1946?

run for Congress?
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Q

Yes.

A

March 1946, that I run for Congress?

Q

Suggested to Mrs. Oppenheimer.

A

I

Q

That is right.

A

But I believe it

Q

You are

A

Quite sure,.

Q

How did you hear about it?

A

My brother told me.

think this suggestion I heard about.

su~e

wa~

addressed to my brother.

it was not to you?

Not Piksky and Adelson, but that

somebody had put it up to him that he should run for Congress.
You have a long record of folly ·here, but not that I ran for
Congress.
Q

I was not insinuating that you accepted the

suggestion, Doctor.
Doctor, you speak on page 10 of your letter of
answer of the fact that your wife "for a year or two during
her brief marriage"to Dallet " was a Communist Part¥

membe~.

How long was her marraige withDallet?
A

She will testify andyou will get fropa

real biograpy.

a

The impression I have is that it started in

1934 or .1935 • that be was. killed in 1937..
two or three years,
It is quite a. complex
compl:ex

.~er

Something like

They were separated a part of this time.
•tory~

and

~don'~

'by my own unfamiliarity with it.

want

~o

make

i~

more
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Q

I merely wish to find out what you meant by "brief

marraige".
A

Right; two or three years.

Q

At page 10 of your answer, "I need to make clear

that this changing opinion of Russia, which was to be
reinforced by the Nazi-Soviet Pact, and the behavior of the
Soviet Union in Poland and in Finland, did not mean a sharp
break

fo~

me with those who held to different views.

At that

time I did not fully understand -- as in time I came to
understand

how campletely the Communist Party in this country

was under the control of Russia."
•
At that time, I assume you mean 1938 or 1939?
A

No, at that time refers to this period of the

Nazi-Soviet Pacto

Q

I see.

When did you come to understand that the

Communist Party in this country was completely under the
control of Soviet Russia?
A

1 would give more or less the same answer to that,

that I gave to your question about fellow traveling, that it
was a gradual process.

Theshift in Communist position after

the German attack on Russia, coming after the Nazi-Soviet
Pact, made a big impression,

I guess during the war thinking

about it and talking to people, I got that conviction
pretty deep in me.
Q

Maybe. 1946?

I
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AFTERNOON SESSION

2 p.m.

r.m. GRAY: The proceeding will begin.
I would like to say with respect to the proceedings
today and tomorrow, I think we will go ahead with the questioning of Dr. Oppenheimer this afternoon as expeditiously
as possible.

We would like to finish, if we can, the ques-

tioning of Dr. Oppenheimer and then put on these three witnesses tomorrow that are going to be here.
I understand that will be Colonel Lansdale, Mr.
Glennon and Dr. Compton.

At the conclusion of their testi-

mony we will then begin what would be referred to as re-direct
examination.
In this general connection, also, I express the
hope that we can start at nine o'clock in the morning.
MR. GARRISON:
MR. GRAY:

I am sure that is possible.

I think I would also like to say, Mr.

Garrison, that I assume in a court that the gueral procedure
would

be

that a judge would direct that the re-direct examina-

tion proceed immediately upon the conclusion of the questioning on cross.

However, in an effort to make sure we are

giving every consideration possible to Dr. Oppenheimer and
his counsel will take these witnesses out of order.
MR. GARRISON:

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

I believe

it to be in the discretion of even a trial judge to do that.
I alsu understand that this is not. a t-rial but llii inquiry.
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MR. GRAY:

That is right, sir.

MR. GARRISON:
LalEdale yet.

I have not been able to rench Col.

His plane is supposed to be arriving at 1:30.

MR. GRAY:

Then be has cot been upset by any

communication.
MR. ROBB:

May I proceed, Mr. Chairman?

Am. GRAY: Yes.
Whereupon,
J. ROBERT OPPENHEIMER

tho witness on the stand at tbe time of taking the recess,
resumed the stand and testified further as follows:
CROSS EXAMINATION (Continued)
BY MR. ROBB:

Q

Dr. Oppenheimer, would you refer to your letter

of answer on Page 11, wheliB you say :

"After our marriage in

1940, my wife and I for about two years bad much the same
circle of friends as I had had before -- mostly physicists
ancl University people."
Could you tell us, Dr. Oppenheimer, what names
occur to you as your circle of friends during that period?
A

Many.

•

Ed MoMlllan; the first night we were back

in Berkeley we bad dinner with the Lawrences; I bad relatives
there called the Sterns whom I bad brought over from Germany;
the IJands; the Chevaliers; the Edward Tolmans; the Meiklejohnrs; Jenkins •.
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Q

Is that

A

No, that is Francis Jenkins.

Q

I just wondered whom you had in mind.

A

This is not a bad example.

Q

The Kenneth Mays?

A

No, they were not close friends,

o~vid

Jenkins?
I can go on and on.

The Addis'"'

I am not trying

to name all the people that we occasionally saw.
Q

Did your circle of friends include some communists

or communist sympathizers?
A

Ob, yes.

Q

Who were they?

A

Let us see about friends.

The Chevaliers I have

mentioned; the Addis' I have mentioned.
Among Communists, I don't think it would be right
to call the Steve Nelsons friends, but we saw something of
them.

Whey were acquaintances.

We did see the Mays -- at

least Ken May; I don't know that we saw his wi!e very much.
Almost everybody in the Physics Department.

The Bildebrands,

the Peters' •
DR. EVANS:

Latimer?

THE WITNESS :

We saw him but he was not a persona 1

friend.
MR. GAF.JUSON:

Just for clarity --

THE WITNESS : The Stephen Peppers.
MR. GARRISON:·-- when· he said almost everybody in
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the Physics Department, would you determine whether he was
referring to communists or communist sympathizers?
THE WITNESS:
MR. ROBB:

No, not communists.

I understood you to mean you saw almost

everybody iD the Physics Department.
THE

WITNESS:

MR. GRAY:

That is right.

The record will show that tee witness

did not say that everybody in the Physics Department was
a communist.

THE WITNESS : That is right.

The Peters'.

BY MR. ROBB:
Q

They were communists.

A

I told you yesterday that they had no connection

with the party.
Q

They were pretty close?

A

I think they had no connection with the party at

all.
MR. GRAY:
I

There was one mme that I didn't get and

don't know whether the reporter did, either.
THE

WITNESS :

Was it Band?

George Band.

BY MR. ROBB:
Q

Doctor, have you ever crossed anybody off your

list or ceased to see them because of their communist party
connections?
A

I can't put it that way.

Since the war there are
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people with whom there bas been a sense of hostility which
I identified with their remaining close to the party.
Q

Who were those people?

A

This happened with the Peters'.

It happened

with a boy who was a doctor and a close friend of my brother's
and used to spend summers at the ranch long ago.
Q

What is his name?

A

If you need his name I will give it to you.

is Roger Lewis.

It

This is in a sense an estrangement, but it

is not that I know they are members of the party and I no
longer have anything to do with thema
After the war I did not wish to have anything to
do with party people in California.
different Jenkins.

You mentioned the

That is Miss Arnstein's present name

and I did not wish to see them and I didn't.
Q

She is the Miss Arnstein you mentioned yesterday?

A

Yes.

Q

Is she married to David Jenkins?

A

Yes.

Q

Bow well do you know Jenkins?

A

Not very well.

Q

Did you know him in 1943 and 1944?

A

1944 certainly

Q

Did you ltnow him in 1943?

A

I: met. him and I don "t. have any recolle·ct-ion of

DO\

seeing him in 1943.
Q

But you knew Miss Arnstein at that time?

A

From way back, yes.

Q

In what connection did you know her?

A

I think I told you she was one of Jean Tatlock's

best friends.
Q

Did you see

n~vid J~nkins

and Miss Arnstein or

Mrs. Jenkins after the war?
A

No.

Q

What caused you to

A

This is an example of people in the party.

be

estranged from her?
I have

been searching to answer your question.
Q

You have searched your memory carefully and those

are the names that came up?
A

I am not sure if I searched longer I would find

others.
Q

You say on the same page:

"We were occasionally

invited to more or less obviously leftwing affairs, Spanish
relief parties that still continued;"
Doctor, why were they obviously leftwiog?
A
wing.

If Schneiderman talked they were obviously leftThe Spanish Relief parties I think by then were obvious-

ly leftwiog.
C}

What was there about them that indicated so clearly

that 1;hey were left wing?
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A

I suppose the presence of many of the people whose

names I have told you.
In other words, you felt that those people would

Q

not have been at a party unless it was pretty obviously
leftwing?
A

No, no, not at all.

I don't think anybody would

refuse to go to a party because it wasn't leftwing; butnany
people might refuse to go to a party if it were leftwing.
Q

You say on two occasions,"once in San Franscisco

and once in Berkely we attended social gatherings of apparently well-to-do people, at which Schneiderman, an official
of the Communist Party in C.lifornia, attempted, not with
success as far as we were concerned, to explain what the
communist line was all about."
Where were those parties held?
A

One that I talked about yesterday was at the

Chevaliers.

One that I did not talk about yesterday was

at Louise Bransten•s.
Q

Who is she?

A

She lived in San Francisco.

I think she was

separated from her husband, bad some money and was a friend
Addis.

I know very little about here but I believe she was

a comn1unist sympathizer.
~!

Wasn't she a member of the Communist Party?

Jl

If she was I·

didn~t

know that.

I didn't know

~f
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anything about that.

Q

Did you ever hear that she was a mistress of a man

named Keifits who was in the Russian Consulate?
A

No, I never heard that.

Q

How did you happen to meet Miss Bransten?

A

I

Q

This party was held at her house?

A

Yes.

Q

In the evening?

A

Yes.

Q

Bow many people were present?

A

It was similar to the one at the Chevaliers, 20

people.

don't remember.

!don't have a clear distinction between the two in

mind.
Q

Can you recall about when that was?

A

No.

It was after our marriage because my wife

was there.
Q

After 1940?

A

I would say after the end of 1940.

Q

Subsequent, of course, to tbe Nazi-Soviet Pact?

A

Yes.

Q

Who was present besides you?

A

I told you a few names at the Chevalier party,

Possibly subsequent -- well, I don't remember.

and I have no further memory or no very different memory about
this group •.
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Q

You thinJt it likely the same group?

A

Not· identical, but overlapping.

Q

c~n

you tell us anybody who was there at Louise

Bransten's bouse who was not either a communist or a communist sympathizer?
A

If

you use the word "sympathizer'' in a very loose

sense, I can't.
Q

Have you ever described that meeting at Louise

Bransten's bouse before in any testimony or in any statement
that you have made?
A

Either my wife or I did to the Federal Bureau of

Investigation.
Q

When?
Mr. Chairman, could we have Dr. Oppen-

MR. MARKS :

heimer's last preceeding answer read, and also the question?
I am trying to be sure I understood exactly what he said.
MR. ROBB:

Will the reporter read the question and

answer, please.
(The question and answer were read by the reporter
as herein recorded.)
BY MR. ROBB:
Q

My last question was when did you tell the F.B.I.

about the Louise Bransten party?
MR. GARRISON:

Mr.

Chairman, isn't this an item

not in the Commission"& letter?
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It is in Dr. Oppenheimer's ansner.

MR. ROBB:

think I have a right to explore it.
MRa GARRISON:

.n.m.

ROBB:

Did he mention Louise Bransten?

He mentioned two parties, and I think

I have the right to find out which they were and where they
were held.
THE WITNESS:
last time was in 1942.

I am not sure when.

Conceivably the

But that is easier to check on for

you than for me.
BY MR. ROBB:
Q

Gai:Jg back to the answer that Mr. Marks asl!:ed to

have reread, the a11swer as to whether you could tell us
anybody who was at Louise Bransten's who was not either a
communist or a communist sympathizer, I will rephrase the
question as :follows :

Can you tell us anybody there v1ho

was not either a communist or a fellow traveler as you define
that word?
A
was there.
ing.

I need to say that I cannot really remember who
I bad trouble yesterday with the Chevalier meet-

I have a similar trouble here.
Q

I cannot help you out ,-

Of those who you do remember being there, they

were either communists or fellow travelers, were they not?
A

I am not sure of Jack Straus.

Q

Jack who?

A

Straus.

I am not sur-e where be stood.

I am not
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absolutely certain whether be was at both of these meetings.
He was at one of them.

I think Mrs. Chevalier was not much

of a communist sympathizer.

She was certainly at the one

at her home, possibly at the one at Louise Bransten's.
Q

When.you talked to the F.B.I. agents in 1946, as

you mentioned in your answer, is it your testimony that you
did not recall one of these meetings had taken

plac~

at

Chevalier's house?
A

That is right.

Q

And they asked you about certain meetings and you

said that you thought they were completely irrelevant?
A

That is my recollection.

Q

Doctor, if you didntt remember at that time where

the meeting had taken place, how did you know it was completely irrelevant?

A

I was a sudden change in questioning which had

been about Chevalier and then there was a question as perhaps in this form:

Do you remember attending a meeting

at East Bay at which Schneiderman talked, or somet1ng like
·that.
Q

And you at once said that that is irrelevant?

A

I don't recollect.

Q

n~

You have the record.

question is, sir, how could you be sure that

-

the meeting was irrelevant if you didn't recall where it
took place?
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A

I couldn't be sure that I thought if it were

relevant it would be explained to me.

Inst~ad

the agent

said that "we just do this sort of thing to teat your veracity".
Q

When did you recall it took place at the Chevaliers?

A

I told my wife about this interview and she re-

minded me of it.
Q

When?

A

Very shortly thereafter.

Q

A day?

A

I

Q

Within a day or two?

A

Very shortly thereafter.

Q

Did you then telephone the F.B.I. to tell them

don't 1·emember.

that you remembered that it took place at the Chevaliers?
A

No; because the F.B.I. had indicated that this

was not a substantive question.
Q

Not what?

A

Not a question of substantive interest.

Q

When you recalled it bad taken place at the

Chevaliers, did you then think it was relevant?
A

Hot terribly because I defined as well as I could

Chevalier's political views.
Q

Did you think it bad any relevance at all after

you recalled where it had taken place?
A

I don't believe I put that question to myself.
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Q

You were asked about the meeting again in 1950 by

the F.B.I., is that correct?
A

Right.

Q

At that time you told them about the meeting nt

Chevalier's bouse.
A

Right.

Q

So you thought then it was relevant?

A

I don't remember the line of questioning.

It

was certainly relevant to their then questioning and they
asked me about it.
Q

You next mention on page 11 Kenneth May.

You knew

he was an active communist, didn't you?
A

I certainly knew it when it was public knowledge.

I don't believe I knew it before that.
Q

When did that become public knowledge?

A·

That is a matter of record, but not in my mind.

Q

Didn't you know he was a communist party functionary

at any time of your association with him?
A

Yes.

4

You knew that?

A

Yes.

It was public knowledge that he was a

communist party functionary during part of my association.
see.

Q

I

A

But I don't remember the date when this occurred.

Q

In other words, while you were associating with

.

'
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him socially and otherwise, you knew that he was a Communist
Party functionary because it was public knowledge?

•

A

Socially is better than socially and otherwise •

Q

Socially?

A

Sure.

Q

Bow did you come to know Dr. Weinberg?

A

In the most normal way.

very well.

I knew all the graduate

students who studied Theoretical Physics in the Department
of Physics in Berkeley.

I believe I called them all by

their first names.
Did you have any relationship with Weinbert other

Q

tbantbat of profesaor and student?
I think I need to say several things in answer to

A

that.

The first simple answer is no, until after the war

when he was not a student but an instructor and when he and
his wife -

we saw them once or twice as was proper for dinner

or tea or something.
The second thing is that with most of my students
it would not be an uncommon thing for me to have dinner

with them or to have lunch with them while we were working.
I think my relations to Weinberg were much less close than

with most of my graduate students.

Q

What was the occasion for you meeting with him

and his wife after tbe war?
A

He was an

instr:.~ctor

in tb.e Physics Department in
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Berkeley.

I think we probably had dinner or tea or some-

thing with every member of the Department.
Did he and his wife come to your bouse for social

Q

occasions?
A

Not more than once or twice.

Q

They did from time to time?

A

No.

Q

Well, once or twice?

A

Once or twice •

am speculating.
Q

I 8Dl

not certain about this.

I

We did see them as we saw everybody.

You mentioned yesterday recommending counsel to

Dr. WeinberB at the time of his criminalr trial.
A

No.

That is a misunderstanding.

Q

I

A

That is a misunderstanding.

beg your pardon.
I mentioned recommend-

ing counsel to Chevalier for his passport problem.
see ·.

Q

I

A

It turns out that it was the same man or one of

the two people who represented Weinberg in the course of his
trial.
Q

I bad nothing to do with his selection.
Did you see Weinberg about the time of his criminal

trial'?
.A

No, I did not.

fix the time.

I saw him once very briefly.

It was the winter of 1952 at the

PbyeJ.cal. Society meetings..

I. was with another

I can

~\merican

p~U..-=Jt-president.

'

'
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and the preaident-elect of the Society and be walked by,
noticed us, shook bands and we passed the time of day.
Did you ever discuss with Weinberg the matter

Q

of his criminal trial either before or after it

tool~

place?

A

I was represented by counsel.

Q

I know that.

A

There were no discussion between me, and Weinberg.

Q

You counsel and

Wein~rg's

counse.l presumably did

discuss it?
A

Tbatis right.

Q

Did you in any way help to finance Weinberg's

defense in that case?
A

I did not.

Q

Wben did you first bear thatWeinberg had been a

communist?
A

At the time of the 1946 interview with the F.B.I.,

the agents told me -- they questioDed me about WeiDberg,
Lomanitz and so on

and I said, "What is wrong with them?"

Be said, "There is a questionaf their membership in the
Communist Party."
Q

Were you surprised to hear that?

A

A little bit but not much in the case of Weinberg.

Q

You are quite sure that is the first time you

ever heard or had been told be was a communist?
A

No.

I bad heard an earlier rumor.
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Q

When?

A

When he came to Berkely that he had been a member

of the YCL, the Young Communist League in Madison, but it
was hearsay.
Q

Who told you that?

A

I don't remember.

Q

Did you hear anytdng more about him at that time?

A

No.

Q

Did Weinberg and Lomanitz come to you to talk about

Lomanitz' draft deferment?
A

No.

Q

Are you sure?

A

Let's see.

The only time this might have been

would have been at the time I talked to Lomanitz at the same
time we talked so much yesterday in the summer of 1943.

I

have no recollection of Weinberg being involved in that.
Q

Do you recall an occasion in Dr. Lawrence's office

when you talked to both Weinberg and Lomanitz?
A

No, I don't.

Q

In all events, Doctor, you are sure that until

1946, except for the rumor that you mentioned, you had no
information to the effect that Weinberg was or bad been a
communist?
A

No.

I think that is right.

Q

You could. not.

be.

mistaken. about. that?
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A
best

One can be mistaken apout anything.

This is my

recoll~ction.

Q

You say in your answer, "Biskey I did not know."

A

No ..

Q

Did you ever meet Hiskey?

A

There is this allegation that I met him at this

party.

I bave no recollection of it and I don't know whether

I was at the party or not.

I didn't know him before the

party; I didn't know him after the party; I am not clear
whether I was at the party or not.
Q

Were you ever at any party at which either

nl~~ey

or Weinberg was present1
A

I never bad any recollection of Biskey whatever

until this story was bought up.
Q

Bow about Weinberg?

A

I am sure I was at parties at which Weinberg was

present.
Q

What kind of parties?

A

Physics Department, Graduate School parties.

I

don't know what else.
Q

Leftwing parties?

A

I would not be surprised, but I don't remember.

Q

You would expect him to be at and to find him at

some such party, would you not?
A

I would not have found it strange.
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Q

When did you first meet Steve Nelson?

A

I don't know whether it was before my marriage to

my wife or not.

I think it was.

She thinks that it was

after our marriage.
Q

When did you think you met him, and what were the

circumstances under which you met him?
A

I think it may have been in connection with a big

Spanish party in the fall of 1939.
Q

Where?

A

In San Francisco.

Q

Do you recall talking to him on that occasion?

A

No.

Q

What is there about the occasion that makes Steve

Nelson stand out in your mind?
A

He was a hero and there was either talk of him or

I saw him, I don't know.
Q

What was he a hero for?

A

For his alleged part in the Spanish War.

Q

You knew he was a Communist Party functionary?

A

I knew he was a communist and an important communist.

Q

Thereafter, Steve Nelson was at your home on various

occasions, was he not?
A

That was much later.

Q

When was that?

A.

The times I . remember -- and I think they are the
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only times -- were in the winter of 1941-42.
Q

What is tbe last date that you recall him being

at your home?
A

I don't recall the dates.

Q

1942?

A

Yes.

Q

SUDUDBr 1 fall, spring, or when?

A

I don't know.

Q

Were you at that time working on the secret war

It probably was in 1942.

project?
A

I was thinking about it if it was in the winter,

and I was employed on it if .it was the summer.
Q

I beg your pardon?

A

If it was in the winter I was thinking about itt

and consulting about it; if it was in the summer, I was
actually employed on it.
Q

In all events whether it was in the winter or

summer, at the time Steve Nelson was at your house you had
·some connection with this project,did you not?
A

Oh, yes.

Q

Bow many times did Steve Nelson·

A

I would say seveml, but I do not knew precisely.

Q

Did you ever go to his house?

A

I. am not. clear.

.

him or something like that.

~oms
.
.

·•;;

If so,. it. was only

to your house?

t~'l

qa 11 for
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Q

Call

A

Yes.

Q

Why would you have called for him?

..ba

To b:iug him up to our house •

Q

Uho olse was present at your house on the occasions

:i!Oi'

b1m?

when ilelsou ws there?
A

I

h~VQ

no mamo:-y o:! this.

'I'hese were very often

Sundays and people would drop in.
Q

ThQ occasion& wbeu ho waa there were uot occasions

when tbore was a large group of people?
.r.\
o~

and

We weald ba out in the garden having a picnic

t:o.

something like that.
sister-i~~law

Q·

It is quite possible that my brother

would come, but I have no memory of this.

Can you give

\,;S

ao:;• iaea how long these visits

were with. Ue lson'l

the::

few hoUl·s.

1~

A

Q

E..i ch t ime'i

~

Th~ OllGS

o~cs

occur~ed,

you

I am ·thinking o1, aDd I think

&~e .:.-~!erring

a~~

th~y

are

tc, &oo tlle only ones that

wuGD be and his wife and his baby would come up.
dicl you havG iu common with Steve Nelson?

Q

W~nt

A

Notbing, oxccpt au aff6ction for my wite.

Q

Did you find his conversation interesting?

1~

Tho psrts about Sp&in, yes.

Q

Was he a man of any education?
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A

No.

Q

What d!d you talk about?

A

We didn't talk about much.

Q

Reminisced about what?

A

My wife's former husband, people they had known

Kitty and be reminisced.

in the party.
Q

Communist Party activities?

A

Past communist friendships.

Q

Did Nelson tell you what be was doing in California?

A

No.

I knew he was connected with the Alameda-

County organization.
Q

Did Nelson ever ask you what you were doing?

A

No.

Q

Are you sure?

A

PositiVe.

Q

He knew that?

A

Yes.

Q

How did he know that?

A

It was well known in the community and we talked

He knew X was a scientist.

about it.
Q

Did you call him Steve?

A

I think so.

Q

Did be call you Oppy?

~~

I don't remember •

(}

Probably?_
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A

I don't remember.

tell you about it.

Re and my wife -- she will

They had close affectionate relationships

and I was a natural by-stander.
Q

Doctor, you knew a man named David Hawkins, did you

A

Yes.

Q

You speak of him on Page 21 of your answer.

A

Right.

Q

How did you meet him?

A

I know that I -- well, I better be careful because

not?

I never am quite clear or very seldom clear how I first
meet people.
I believe we met him and his wife at my brother's
at Stanford.

I think it likely tbat I was at least acquaint-

ed with him on the Berkeley Campus before that time, though
I doubt I met his wife.
Q

Was the occasion that you think you met him at

your brother's house at Stanford the occasion of some leftwing gathering?
A

No.

It was a few people on the porch, or some-

thing like that.
Q

You say that you understood that Hawkins had left-

wing associations?
A

Yes.

Q

Bow did you understand that?
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A

I understood it in part from the conversations we

bad and in part

~rom

my brother.

I am not sure where I got

this information.
Q

When did you have tbat understanding first?

A

I don't know.

Q

Prior to 1943?

A

Prior to his coming to Los Alamos.

Q

·What were the leftwing associatious that you

understood that be bad?
A

Well, my brother was a good enough example.

Q

Whatothers?

A

Be and the Morrisons were closely acquainted.

Q

Who are the Morrisons?

A

Phillip Morrison was a student of mine and was very

far left.
Q

Be was very far left?

A

Yes.

Q

Was he a communist?

A

I

Q

Did he go to work on the project?

A

Be did.

Q

Wit~

A

With no relation to me.

Q

Did you ever make known to anyone that you thought

think it probable.

your approval?

that Phillip Morrison was probably a communist?
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A

No.

Q

Why not?

A

Well, let me say he was on 1:be project in another

branch quite independent of me.

When be came to

Los~Alamos

General Groves let me understand that he knew Morrison bad
I

what he called a background and/was satisfied that the
truth was known about him.

Q

Morrison came to Los Alamos?

A

That is right.

When be came to Los Alamos we had

this discussion.

Q

Be was so far leftwing that you thought that the

mere fact that Hawkins was a friend of his stigmatized
Hawkins, too, did you not?
A

Not stigmatized him; gave him a leftwing associa-

Q

What did Morrison do at Los Alamos?

tion.
I don't mean

in detail but in general.
A

He came late and be worked in what was called the

Bomb Physics Division.
there.
~kind

He worked with the reactor we had

Then after the war he built a quite ingenious new

of reactor.

Q

Did Phillip Morrison go over to Hiroshima to

witness the drop?
A

Be was over there.

I think he was in Japan.

certainly was not: at. Hi·roshima ..

He
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Q

Did you designate him to go to Japan?

A

I don't know.

I don't believe so •
•

Q

Was your advice asked about him goiag there?

A

I am afraid to say to that I don't know the answer.

I don't believe I would have interposed an objection.

Q

You would not have?

A

But I don't believe I was asked.

Q

Had you read Phillip Morrison's testimony before

the Bouse Committee?
A

I have.

Q

lias it Bouse or Senate?

A

Senate.

Q

Are you satisfied from that testimony that he was

a collllllunist?
A

Yes.

Q

Were you surprised when you read that testimony?

A

No.

Q

It accorded with what you previously knew?

A

With what I believed.

Q

Yes.

What else did you know about Hawkins• left-

wing associatioas?
A

I don't think I lmew much more about it than I told

Q

Did you know anything about his wife?

A

I think he. had. a. brother-in-law of. whom. I. heard.

you.

tt said he was a communist.

''

'
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Q

Did you know a man named Parkman?

A

Yes.

Q

Did you kDow that Parkman was discbarged from the

Air Force because ofhis comauaist leanings?
A

No.

Q

Did you ever hear that?

A

No.

Q

Did you know that Hawkins was a friend of Louise

Brantseu?
A

No.

Q

What was Bawkius' training?

A

Be was traiDed as a mathematician aad philosopher.

Q

What was his major?

A

I doD't know.

Q

Philosophy?

A

I think so.

Q

Don't you kuow that?

A

Be was a professor of pbilosophy.

I suppose philosophy.

I didn't know

him as a student.
Q

Be was uot a physicist?

A

No.

Q

By the way, how old was he, do you know?

A

No.

Q

Comparatively young,

A

Yes.

was~a

't he?

I think he was au instructor teaching

mHthematico at thttt time.
Q

You said :

"I supo:rted the suggestion of the

Personnel D"irector that he, J!fawkins, come to Los Alnmoa."
A

Yes.

Q

How did you support that suggestion?.

A

Lot me give a word of background.

A comm:l.. ttea of

which Richard Toman was a member, possibly he was chairmant
had come to review the state of affairs at Los Alamos in the

spring of»43.

One of their recommendations was that we

get a personnel director.
will not here record.

There were a great many that I

One of their recommendations was

that we get an aide to help the Personnel Director and me
in the relations between the military establishment and the
laboratory.

Tbe Personnel Director was William Dennis, a

professor of philosophy at Barkeley.

He did not stay

terDbly long but he came to help out in an emergency.
I

What

heard indicated that Dennia proposed that Bawkings come as

his aide and I approved it.
Q

How did you approve it?

A

I said I though it was a good idea.

However, I

have relied somewhat on Bawkina' own testimony of how he
got to Los Alamos because I have very little -- I have almost
no direct memory of it.
Bowers fols

I

b

At the time you approved that suggestion you knew
p

what you have told us about Hawkins' background and

w

connection, didn't you?
A

I did.

Q

I find in the

~inutes

of the governing board at

Los Alamos for May 3, 1943, this entry:

"Dr. Oppenheimer

said he was going to try to get Lt. Col. Neil Asbridge
added to Harmon's

staff~

He said Mr. Smith was leaving.

He proposed to get David Hawkins from Berkeley to handle
our relations with the post o"
·Do you recall that?
A

Obviously.

Q

So you rather heartily approved of the suggestion

that Hawkins come?
A

Oh, sure.

Q

What did Hawkins do when he got there?

A

I don't have the records available, but his first

jobs were two.
got to

One was to handle the draft deferments which

and this was a job for the P' rsonnel division.

He was a New Mexican.

He knew the local head of the draft

board.
The second job was to take up the complicated
negotiations between the military authority and the scientists
on the acceptance of a building, the installation · of
equiipment, the completion of housing..

That was the way it
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started out.
l also asked him to serve, along with Manley and
Kennedy, on the Laboratory Security Committee, which had
largely to do with physical security.

I

asked him after

discussing the thing with General Groves to write the
technical history of the laboratory.

That was much later.

By that time I knew him quite well and had come to have a
sense of confidence in him -- of great confidence.
Q

Hawkins wrote the manus 1 of security for Los A lames?

A

I don't remember that, but it would have been

likely.

I

discussed security

~ith

him many times.

His views

and mine were in agreement.

r

Hawkins became more or less your administrative

assistant, didn't be?
A

For a while.

The only person who had that title

was David Dow.
Q

Wasn't Hawkins in fact, whether he had the titlt

e

ot not, pretty much your administrative assistant?

on

A

On the matters I have

Q

Did Hawkins have access to all the secret information

~he

discussed~-yes.

project at Los Alamos?

A

Most of it, I should think, yes.

Q

When he wrote the history, he had access to all of

it, didn't be?

A

Most of it...

I still think tflat s-ome t;hings· like

3
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production rates, and so ong would not have come his way.
Q

Did his wife come to Los Alamos with him?

A

Yes.

Q

You know she was extremely left wing, if not a

Communist, didn't you?
A

I didn't have that impression, but I may be wrong.

Q

You knew that her brother was, anyway?

A

Yes, I heard that.

Q

Did you ever make known to any security officer

what you knew about Hawkins and his wife?

A

What I knew was not very substantial.

When the

question of the report came up I asked General Groves whether
he regarded

Hawkin~'

background as a season for not doing
I

this.

I also discussed it at one other time in,connection

with a protest Groves made about one of his actions.

Q

You asked General Groves?

A

Right"

Q

Did you tell him wh*t you knew?

A

I knew nothing beyond what was obvious that he had

a left wing background.
Q

Did you tell him what you knew?

A

I don't remember ..

Q

You say you don't remember?

A

No, I imagine I didn't in the light of the record

in the other cases but 1 don 't. remember ...

I know we talked
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about it,
Q

Who t was ther.e in Hawkins • background whibb led

you to believe that he was qualified by training or experience
to be an administrative assistant to you at Los Alamos?
A

For the jobs that I had in mind he had impressed me

as a reasonable,

intelligent person, interested in

tac~ful,

science, familiar with it.

As far as I know, he was in fact

very good.
Q

He was teaching philospphy, wasn't he?

A

No, he was teaching mathematics at that time.

knew a great deal about science.
were in science.

He

His_ philosophical interesls

I mat·add that he was certainly not the

only person in the country for this jobo

C

Doctor, we spoke

Colc,nel Lassdale.,

yes~erday

of your interview with

I want to read you some extracts from
Colonel Lansdale

the transcript of that interview, sir.
s~id

to you, according to this transcript -MR. GARRISON:
MR. ROBB:

May we have the date?

September 12, 1943.

view that took place at the Pentagon.

This is the inter-

Colonel Lansdale

said to you:
''We know, for instance, that it is the policy
of the Communist Party at this time that when a man goes into
the Army his official connections with the Party are thereupon
ipso facto severed. ''
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You answered:

"Well, I was told by a man who came

from my -·- a very prominent man, who was a member of the
Communist Party in the middle west, that it was the policy
of the Party there that when a man entered confidential war
work, he was not supposed to remain a member of the Party."
Who told you that?
A

I have no recollection at all.

I will

think,-~f

you wish.
Q

I wish you would, sir.

A

From the middle west.
MR. GRAY:

Read that again.

MR. ROBB:

"I was told by a man who came from my --

a very prominent man who was a member of the Communist Party
in the Middle West that it was the policy of the Party there
that when a man entered confidential war work he was not
supposed to remain a member of the Party."
BY MR. ROBB:
Q

Who was that man?

A

I recollect nothing about

it~

I will be glad to

think about it.
Q

A

Do you want to think now?
l would prefer not to.

tell you tomorrow.

•
If I can think about it and

It simply rings no bello

~

You don't recall anybody ever told you that?

A

No,. I said.

yes~erday

I didn't recollect ...
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Q

I know you did.

Does this serve to refresh your

recollection in any way?
A

Quite to the contrary.

Q

You then spoke about your brother.
MR. MARKS:

From the middle west?

May I inquire, Mr. Chairman, if these

transcripts are taken from recordings, just so we can understand what is being read?
MR. ROBB:

Yes.

I have every reason to believe it

is accurate.
MR. MARKS:

I

didn't. question tha t 0

I

just wondered

what the origin was.
MR. ROBB:

I don't think that is necessarily a

question counsel should have to answer.
MR. MARKS:
MR. GRAY:

I asked the Chairman, siro
My answer is I don't know.

If you wish

to discuss it further I would be glad to.
MRo MARKS:

I thought it was a matter that could

be answered simply.

BY. MR" ROBB:
Q

You spoke of your brother and said, "It is not

only that he is not a

member~

I

think he has no contact."

Do you recall that?

A

No, I don't recall it, but that I can imagine

saying.
Q

Lansdale said:

"Do you know about his wife,. J:ackie?"

6LJ9

You answered:

"I know I overwhelmingly urged

about 18 months ago when we started that she should drop
social ones which I regarded as dangerous.

Whether they

have in fact done that, I don't know.
Lansdale said, "Well] I am quite confident that
your brother Frank has no connoctionwith the Communists.

I am

not so sure about bis wife."
You am!lwered, "I am not sure either, but I think it
likely some of its importance has left here. Also, I believe
it to be

tru~

that they do not have any --I don't know this

for a fact --but if they had, I didn't know it, any well
established contacts in Berkeley.

You see they came from

Palo Alto, and they had such contacts there.
was unemployed for three

ve~,

Then my brother

very salutory months, whibh

changed his ideas quite a lot, and when they started in
Qerkeley it was for this war job,

I do not know but think

it quite probable that. his wife Jackie had never had a
unit or group to which she was attached in any waya

The thing

that worried me was that their friends were very left wing
and I think it is not always necessary to call a unit meeting
for it to be a pretty good contact."
Doctor, who were the friends and social contacts
that you might have had in mind when making that statement?
A

My sister in law in Berkeley?

Q

And your brot.her ~
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A

I am not sure who I did have in mind.

My sister in

law had a very old friend called Winona Nedelsky.
Q

Who was she?

A

She was the wife of a physicist who left here -~

quite Russian -- who had once been my student.
good friend of Jackie's.

She was a

She earned her living in some

Federal Housing Agency or Social Security Agency.
Q

Was she a Communist?

A

I believe so.

Q

Was she a friend of your sister in , law in 1943?

A

I would .think so.

She was a friend.

I don't know

how much they saw each other.
Q

B.ut in a 11 events, you thought it bause for \IIDrry.

A

I would not have thought that a special cause for

worry.
b~d

I am having trouble in remembering what I could have

in mind and what I did have in
Q

mind~

Can you think of anyone else that you might have

had in mind as dangerous social contacts of your sister in
law and your brother?
A

I don't know much about the life in Berkeley.

I am

afraid I can't.
Q

Laasdale said again, "To refer· agiin to this

business concerning the Party, to make it clear the fact
a person says they have severed connections with the Party'·
the fact that they have at present no apparent interest Or

9
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contact in it does not show where they have unquestionably
formerly been members that they are dangerous to us,"
You said, "I agree with thato"
You still agree with that, do you?

A

Yes.
MR. GARRISON:

Mr. Chairman, I repeat the same

request I made with respect to the previous transcript, that
we would like to see a copy of the full transcript.
MR. GRAY:

May I say with respect to that that Dr.

Oppenheimer will be given an opportunitl' to see documents
reflecting conversations.

They cannot be taken from the

building.
MR. GARRISON:

We appreciate that.

When may wehave

that opportunity?
MRo GRAY:

When the Board and counsel have finished

with the questioning.
MR.GAARISON:
MR. GRAY:

You mean this afternoon?

Whenever this is concluded.

BY MR. ROBS:

c

Lansdale said to you, according to this transcript,

speaking of your reluctance to disclose the name of Professor
X:

"I don't see how you can have any hesitancy of disclosing

the name of the man who has actually been engaged in an
attempt ,of espionage in 1iime of war.
not run a long those channels. "

1

mean ey mind does
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You said, "1 know it is a tough problem and I am
worried about it a lot."
That was a correct statement of your

attitud~,

wasn't

it?
A

I would assume so.

Q

Lansdale, referring again to your reluctance to

disclose the name, says, "Well, if you won't do it_, you
.,

won't do it, but don't think I won't ask you again.

Now I

want to ask you this.And again,for the same reason which
implies you're here, you may not answer&

Who do you know on

the Project in Berkeley who are now, that's probably a
hypothetical question, or have been membars ofthe Communist
Party?"
You answered,

"l will try to answer that question,

The answer will, however, be incomplete,

I know for a fact,

I know, I learned on my last visit to Berkeley that
Lomanitz and Weinberg were members.
but was not sure.

bot~

I suspected that before,

I never bad any way of knowing,

think a minute, but there were other people.

I will

There was a,

I don't know whether she is still employed or was at one
time a se"cretary who was a member 0"
"Lansdale:·.· Do you reca 11 her nameg'
"Oppenheimer:

Yes, her name was Jane Muir.

I

a~q

of course, not sure she was a member, but I. think she was.
In the case of my brother it is bbvious lhat I know.

In the
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I do think that this is a method of qu4stioning that seems to
me to be very unfair.
MR~

ROBB:

Mr. Chairman, I don't mean to malt:e any

argument about the matter, but I assume that this Board is
following this transcript.
unfair

a~

If the Board feels I am

being

any point, I suppose the Board will interpose.
MR. GARRISON!

Why shouldn't counsel be allowed to

follow as any court of law, and this is not even a triDl?
MR, ROBB:

As you no doubt know, I have tried a good

many cases, and I don't think it would be in the ordinary
course of a trial.
MR. GARRISON:
MR. ROBB:

l disagree with you.

I resent counsel's statement that I am

trying to be unfair with this witness, because I assure you
that I have made every atempt to be fair with him.

In fact,

were I trying to be unfair, I would not ask this witness any
of these questions, but would leave it in the file for the
Board to read.

I am giving this witness a chance to make

whatever explanation he wishes to make.
MRo GARRISON:

I still think that the fair thing

would be to read the whole conversation and ask him what
parts you want, instead of to pick isolated questions.
MR. GRAY:
questions,

v~hout

On the point of picking isolated

trying to look at

tbi~

whole question at

this moment, I think it is clear that this interview concerned
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itself with matters which are involved in the questions Mr.
Robb has been putting to the witness, and which are generally,
I think, not new

rnat~rial.

December 23, and

~r.

General Nichols' letter of

Oppenheimer's reply of March 4, I think

both address themselves in one way or another to these
ind iv idua ls, Lomani t~; ;' We!inberg, Bohm, which have been the
subject of these questions.
I

would say, Mr. Garrison, that I don't think it

would be helpful to you at this point to have the transcript.
I

have said,

that Dr. Oppenheimer and his counsel

how~n·er,

will be entitled to examine it and certainly after examination
if you wish to reopen any of this testimony, you will be given
every opportunity to do so.

I

think it is the feeling of the

Chairman of the Board that things are not taken here out of
context in a way which is prejudicial.

I

thin~

also that the

Board. has heard Dr. Oppenheimer say that with respect to
some of these matters he has no recollection, which at least
to me is perfectly understandable, many of these things
having taken place many years ago.
is the purpose of

co~nsel

facts are in this case.
MR. ROBB:

I

do notthink that it

to develop anything beyond wbt the
At least that is my interrretation.

That is my endeavor, Mr. Chairman.

BY MR" ROBE:

Q
Muir?

May I ask you whether or not you recall this Jane

A

I remember her, not wello

~

How did you happen to know her?

A

I met her and .her husband through the

Ch~valiers

some time before the war.
MR. GARRISON:

Mr. Chairman, I don't want to be

captious or lega listie, but this is the examp_t'3 of the
kind of problem.

Jane Muir is not mentioned in the

Commission's letter.

...

a ..,

1

Are we to be given a chance to remember

there is to remember about particular individuals?

Now

Dr. Oppenheimer is being read aloud out of things that it is
!laid he said a great many years ago, and 'new names come out
which are not in the letter, and which we have never heard,
and now he is asked all about them.

That seems to me I submit

not in keeping with the spirit of. the letter ..

If he had

volunteered the name of Jane Muir in testimony, that would
be another matter.

But this is something that is a complete

surprise.

MR. ROBB:

Mr. Chairman, is it Mr. Garrisonts

position that he wishes time to consult with his client
about the Jane Muir matter before we go into it?
MR. GARRISON:

With respect to any new name that

is brought iuto this without any warning at all, we should be
given a chance to have Dr. Oppenheimer reflect on what he
remembers about it, and for us to have a chance to talk about
it ..
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MR. ROBB:

We will let the Jane Muir go and come

back to it at some future date if counsel feels that would be
fair.
MR. GARRISON:

I think that would be fair with respect

to every new name.
MR. ROBB:

''e will go on to s-omething else, then.

BY MR. ROBB:
Q

Then you were asked by Colonel Lansdale:
"-- can you tell me the names of anyone at Los

Alamas that have been or are now Party members?"
You answered:

"I can't tell you the numbers of

any who now are" -- I assume that means names -- "but 1
know that at least Mrs. Serber was a member.

She comes

from the Leaf family in Philadelphia."
A

To the best of my knowledge this is not true.
MR. GARRISON:
MR. ROBB;

That is the same questiono

Itbink not 1 .,Mr. Chairman.

I think this

is certainly in the scope of the letter of notification
which Dr. Oppenheimer bas challenged.

Dr. Oppenheimer has

said in his answer that he knew of no former member of the
Party at Los Alamos except his wife.
emphasis and repeated it here.

He said that with some

I think I have the right to

ask him wb&ther be did. know that Mrs. Serber was a member.
I asked about Mrs. Serber yesterday.
MR. GRAY:

Mrs. Serber's name has appeared in this
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proceeding ..
BY MR. ROBB:
Q

Don't you know that you did know in 1943 that Mrs.

Serber had been a member of the Party?
A

I don't know that she was· a member of the Party,

I don't think she was a member of the Party.

Q

surprised

You testified yesterday you would be •ery much
~o

find if she ever had been.

A

That is right, I would still be today,

Q

Have you any idea how this statement got in this

transcript?
A

No.

Q

Do you know that Mrs • Serber came fr.om the Leof

family in Philadelphia?

A

That I know.

Q

When did you know that?

A

Long ago, 15 years ago.

Q

Beg pardon?

A

15 years ago.

Q

How did you find that out?

A

She told me,

My wife also knew her.

MRq GRAY:

Are you at a breaking point?

MR. ROBB:

Yes, sir,

MR. GRAY:

Let us take a

(Brief recess.)

rece·ss~
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MR. GARRISON:

Mr. Chairman, forgive me for coming

back to the same point, but during the recess I discussed
this problem with my partner, Mr. Silverman, who has spent
his life trying cases in the State of New York -- l am not a
trial lawyer, sir -- our practice I am informed up there
universally is that when counsel is cross examining a witness
on a

tra~cript

he has never seen, counsel for the other

side 0 if he asks the anurt for a

copy~

so he may read along

with it, that request is granted.

So if nothing else -- I would

not think of impugning this to Mr.

Robb~

and I hope he won't

misunderstand me --I thinkti is the basis of the rule.
is the only reason I mention it.

That

In other words, to make

sure that the questions are in fact being read accurately
from the transcript, and there are no interlineations or
marks or matters of that sort that might perhaps raise a
question as to the accuracy of what is there quite apart
from the method by which the transcript was arrived at, and
also to understand what the thread and continuity of the
matter is.

I merely

rep~rt

that to the Chairmaa.

I don't

want to put this on the basis of rules of law, because God
know, it is the rule here that this is not a trial, but an
inquiry, and I should suppose that a fortiori, what is
proper in court of law would be accorded to us here in an
inquiry.

I do not labor the point.

I will rest upon it.

I

present~

to you and
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THE WITNESS:

MRo

May 1 make a comment?

ciurelya

GR~Y:

THE wrNESS:

This last quotation about Mrs. Serber

strikes me as so bizarre that I am troublmabout the accuracy
of the document.

l

am not certain

MR. GARRISON:

Do you know, Mro Robb, whether this

was taken down by a stenographer or was it from a tape?

MR. ROBB:
ask himo

Colonel Lansdale will be hereo

I might

He is the one who conducted the interview.
MRo GRAY:

I would like to be excused with counsel

for the Board for a moment, if you please.
MR. ROBB:

Mro Chairman, I don't agree. at all

with the statement of law which has been made by Mr. Garrison
although !·confess lam not a New York trial lawyer.

It

has always been my undarsanding that when a witness is
questioned about inconsistent

sta~ements,

he is read the

statements and he is asked if he made them..

However, it is

entirely immaterial to me whether counsel follows this statement or not.

If the Chairman wants to have counsel have a

copy of it, it is all right with meo
MRa GARRISON:

...

We would appeciate

that~

MR. ROBB;

Very we1.

MR. GRAY:

I am about to make the ruling that Mr.

Robb follow reading this transcript as Mr. Robb reads· it.
Have you got a copy of it, ·Mr. Rolander?
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MRo ROLANDER:

I juSt went out and asked the

secretary to try to locate a copy from the original files.
I thought that might be most helpful.
MRb

ROBD:

May the record now show, Mr. Chairman,

that we are handing to Mr. Garrison the photostat copy of
the interview with Dr. Oppenheimer by Lt. Col. Lansdale,
12 September 143, consisting of 26 pages.

MR. GARRISON:

Thank you 9 Mr. Chairman.

BY MR. ROBB:

r

1 am reading from page 10.

The transcript shows,

Doctor, that you were asked this question by Colonel Lansdale;
"Now, do you know, was Mr. Serber a member of the
Party?"
You answered:

"I think it possible, but I don't know."

Do you recall that question or answer?
A

No.

Q

Did you think at that time, think it possible that

Mr. Serber wa

a member of the Party?

A

That he was then a member of the Party?

Q

Yes.

A

No.,

Q

Did you think it possible that he had been?

A

Possible but unlikely,

Q

Were both Mr. and Mrs. Serber then at Los Alamos?

A

Right.
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Q

What did you know about their background?

A

I knew them quite well.

Q

Did you know that

A

Yes.

C

Did you know that they were at least fellow travelers?

A

I

Q

At most fellow travelers?

A

Yesa

Q

How did you acquire that information?

A

They were good friends of mine.

Q

From things they said to you and from activities

~hey

were leftish?

would say at most fellow travelers.

you observed?
A

That is right.

Q

What activities?

A

Mrs. Serber was .extremely active in Spanish relief

at the time they were in Berkeley.
Q

What else?

A

Talk.

Q

What talk?

A

Just talk about affatr·s and politics.

Q

Communism?

A

Not as such.

Q

Had you seen the Berbers at these left wing

gatherings that you mentioned?
A

Oh, yes.
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Q

Frequently?

A

At the Spanish things very frequently.

Q

Along with the other people that you mentioned?

A

Right.

Q

What was Berber doing at Los Alamos?

A

He was a very pominent and constructive member

of the theoretical physics division.
Q

Did he have access to classified information?

A

Indeed he did,

Q

Now, skipping down, you were asked:

He created it.
"Bow about

Dave Hawkins?"
And you said, "I don't think he
so."

w~s,

I would not say

Meaning "I don't think he was a member of the

Communist Party".

A

No.

Do you reca 11 that?

I clearly am not recalling this conversation

at all.
Q

Was thatyour view

in 1943 that you didn't think

he was a member or had been?
A

I wish I knew what my view on these things was.
MR. MARKS:

Mr. Chairman, I think we ought to give

the witness the question and the answer as it appears here.
MR. GARRISON:

It reads:

"I don't think he was, I woul:J

not say so."
MR. ROBB:

That is what I read.

MR. MARKS:

tou interpreted it.

MRv ROBB:

Yery well.

If you don't want me to

give the witness the benefit of an interpretation, I won't
do it,
BY MP. o ROBB :

The next question and answer:
"Now, have you yo.urse lf ever been a member of the
Communist Party?"
You answered, "No. n
nLansda le:

You've probably be longed to every front

organization on the coast.
''Oppenheimer:

Just about,"

Doctor, do you recall that question and answer?
'
I don't recall this intervtew.

A

No~

Q

If you said that to Colonel LansdEi l.e, were you

I don't;

jocular?
A

I don't think I could have been jocular dur.ing this

interview.
Q

nLansda le:

Would you in fact have considered

yourself at one time a fellow traveler?
"Oppenheimer:

I think so.

My association with

these things was very brief and tery instense."
Do you recall that at all?
A

I am not recollecting anything.

You may find a

phrase that I do recollect.
Q

In all events, Doctor, your answer, "I think so.
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My association with these things was very brief and very

intense", it is now your testimony that wall a c·orrect statement
of fact?
A

It was very intense; brief is a relative word.

Q

Colonel Lansdale said:

"I should imagine the latter

anyway<"
Now, on page 11, you said, "It was historically
quite brief and quite intense, and I should say I v.as --"
"Lansdale :

Now I have reason to believe that you

yourself were felt out, I don't aay asked, but felt out to
ascertain·how you felt about it, passing a little information,
to the party.
"Oppenheimer:
"Lansdale:

as near as

I

You have reason?"

I say I have reason to believe, that's

can come to stating it.

"OppenlDeimer:

Am I right or wrong?

If it was;, it wEso gentle I did not

knww it.
"Lansdale:

You don't know.

Do you have anyone

who is close to you» no that's the wrong word, who is
an acquaintance of yours, who may have perhaps been a guest
in your house, whom you perhaps
relatives

~new

through friends or

who is a member of the Communist Party.

I mean -"Oppenheimer:
"Lansdale:·

My brother, obviously.

Well, no,. I dlin''t mean him ...

By that
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"Oppenheimer:

I think probably you mean someone

who just visited !or a few hours.
"Lansdale:

Yes.

"Oppenheimer:

Yes~

certainlY, the answer to that is

certainly, yes.
"Lansdale:

Would you care to give me any of their

names?
"Oppenheimer:

There is a girl called Eldlred Nelson."

Do you know a girl called Eldred Nelson?
A

No, I know a man by that name.

Q

Who was:he?

A

He was a student of mine. - At the risk of finding

I said something else ten years ago, I would say be was not a
Communist.
Q

Having heard Colonel Lansdale's question about

whether you had any acquaintance of yours who might have
been a guest in your house, whom you knew perhaps

th~gh

friends and relatives, is it now clear to you who Colonel
Lansdale was talking about?
A

I don't know,

Q

Isn't *hat pretty plain?

A

Yes.

Q

Why didn't

A

I seem to have mentioned a Nelson.

Q.

Eldred ...

yo~

It might well be Steve Nelson.

mention Steve Nelson?
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A
Communist.
C

Eldred Nelson is not a girl.
I

He is not a

think this only adds to my confusion about ito

Very well.

I will continue:

"\-ansdale:

Suppose I've got a bunch of names here,

some of them ar··e right and some of them are wrong, you don't
mind treating it that way, do you?
"Oppenheimer:
"Lansdale:

No.

Did you know William Schneiderman?

"Oppenheimer:

I

know who he is.

secretary of the Communist Party.

I

He is the

have met him at cocktail

parties.
"Lansdale:

You have no rea 1 persona 1 acquaintance

with him?
"Oppenheimer:

No."

Now, you had met Schneiderman at these meetings
where hemctured, had you not?
A

Yes.

Q

\V'ere those cocktai 1 prties?

A

Drinks were served •

...

2

Were they cocktail parties?

A

No, I think they were evening parties.

Q

Did you tell Lansdale about that?

A

I don't know what I told him.

Q

If I tell you that the transcript shows you didn't,

would you accept that?
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"Lansdale:

Do you knOIJ a fellow named Rudy Lambert?

"Oppehbeimer:

Iln not su:re, do you know what he

looks like?
"Lansdale:
of -the Pal'ty.

No, I've never seen him.

He's a member

Do you know a Doc·tor Hannah L. Peters?"

You kuew what Rudy

Lambe~t

looked like, didn't you?

A

Sure.

Q

Why did you ask Lansdale what he looked like?

A

I don't know that I did.

Q

If you did, Doctor, would it mean that you were

ducking the question?

A

I

Q

The end of the quest ion by Lansdale:

would think so.

know a Doctor Hannah

L~

"Oppenheimer:
"Lansdale:

I

Peters?
Yes, I know her quite well.

Do you know that she's a Communist?

"Oppenheimer:
close.

"Do you

I

certainly knew that she was very

did not know she was a member.
"Lansdale:

You don't know what her position in the

party is?
"Oppenheimer:

No.

I dido •t even know she wa

<=:

member.
"Lansdale:
~.cquaintance

Do you have any more than just an

with her?

"Oppenheimer:

Yes, I know her quite well.

Her

a
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husband is on the Project."
That was true, wasn't it?
A
Q

Yes.
How about a fellow by the name of

"Lansdale:

Isaac Folkoff?
"Oppenheimer:
Folkoff who

wa~

I don't know.

I knew a Richard

a lllllmber of considerable importance."

A

Of what?

Q

I am reading you what the transcript shows.

A

J

Q

You knew that Isaac Folkoff was a member of

member of considerable importance?

considerable importanceD didn't you?
A
again.

Yes.

I think that is a garble in the transcript

Richard Folkoff was a member of Consumers Union as

I told you yesterday.
Q

''Lansdale:

How about a man by the name of Steve

Nelson?
"Oppenheimer:

He waR a professional Party membero

He's an organizer.
"Lan9 dale:

Did you know him we 11 at a 11 -- under

what circumstances did you know him?
"Oppenheimer:

He was a friend of my wife's

former husband who was killed in Spain.

I have a thoroughly

unprofessional acquaintance with him."
ao you recall saying anything like that?
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A

I recall telling Lansdale about my wife and Nelson.

Q

"Lansdale:

How about Haakon Chevalier?

''Oppenheimer:
"Lansdale:

I don't know.

"Oppenheimer:
know him well.

Is he a member ofthe Party?

He is a member of the faculty and I

I woulddt be surprised if he were a member,

he is qu].te a Red,"

That is true?
A

He was quite a Red.

Q

You would not have been surprised to find he was

a member of the Party, would you?
A

I think I would during the period I knew him.
MRo ROBS:

Now I will skip over to page 14.

Is

there anything else in connection with those particular
questions that you would like to have me read, Mr. Garrison?
MR. GARRISON:
MRo ROBB:

1 have not read all in between.

I did not leave out anything for a couple

·of pages.

BY MR. ROBB:
Q

At the top of page 14;
"Lansdale:

Lomanitz.

Now, I want to ask

}OU

to go back to

You told me when I was down there that when yo u

broke the subject to, what do you call him, Rossi?
"Oppenheimer:

Rossi."
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What do you mean by "down there"?
A

Lomanitz was never at Los Alamos.

Q

No.

A

I guess he means Los Alamos.

Q

"When you first broke the subject to him about

"You told me when I was down there".
I don't know.

going on the place you stated that he was uncertair, he came
up to your house and did what you characterized as a good deal
of soul searching.

I would like to know whether that soul

searching or discussion of his own feelings had any
relation to his work in the Party?
"Oppenheimer:

None whatever, I did not know he

was a member of the party.
"Lansdale:

Until just recently.

"Oppenheimer:

Yes.

I knew he was extremely Red,

but frankly I thought he was a member of the Trotskyite
faction.
"Lan~da

le:

Which would ipso facto prevent him

from -"Oppenheimer:

Being a member of the Party.

That's what I thought at that time.

What he said he wanted

at that time was to be a soldier and be one of the American
people in that way and help mold their feelings by

being a

soldier, and wasn't that more worthwhile than working on this
pr·oject.

I told him he obviously had a lot oftalent, he had

t:raining that he was throwing right away and that if he could
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•

make up his mind and it was a clearcut decision to use himself
as a scientist and

n~thing

else, that then that was the

right thing to do.
"Lansdale:

What led you to exact from him a

promise, or to make the condition of giving up political
activities?
"Oppenheimer:

Because he had distributed leaflets

and because it was just generally obvious that he was a
member of the union and radica 1 societies."
Does that refresh your recollection as to what you
knew about Lomanitz's background ·and what you said to him
before he went on the project?
A

The union I guess is the FAECT.

The leaflets

I don't remember.
Q

Do you recall having any such conversation with

Lansdale?
A

I didn't remember our discussing Lomanitz.

Q

Do you now recall that you did have a discussion

with Lomanitz about his activities before hewent on the project?
A

I think the substance of the conversation is that

if he could be a scientist he should and he should do just
that.
Q

Do you now remall laying 4own the conditions to

him about giving up hie previous political activities?
A

I don't recall it.

We discussed it

yesterday~
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I am not likely to recall that matter today.
to deny
Q

it~

I dontt mean

sir.

"Lansdale:

Now, you have stated to me and a leo I

think to General Groves that in your opinion membership in
the party was incompatible with work on the project from a loyalty
standpoint.
':'Oppenheimer:

Yes""

That was your viewpoint, wasn't it?
A

Yes.

Q

"Lanc;da le:

Now, do you also go so far as to

believe that persons who are not actually members but still
retain their loyalty to the party or their adherence to

~e

party line are in the same category?
"Oppenheimer:

Let me put it this way.

Loyalty

to the party, yes, adherence to the party line, maybe no.
In that it need not necessarilyi although it often is, be the
sign of subservience.

At the present time I don't know what

the party line is in too much detail, but I've heard from
Mrs. Tolman, Tolman's wife, that the party line at present is
not to discuss postwar affairs.

I would be willing to say

that anyone who, well let me put it this way, whose loyalty is
above all eloe to the Party or to Russia obviously is
incompatible with loyalty to the ·united States.
think, the heart of it.

The party has its own

Do you recall saying that?

This is, I
discipline~'"
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A

No, I don't recollect much about this.

This,

however, sounds lilte what I thought.
Q

You have no doubt that was your view at that time?

A

Substantially that was my viewo

Q

Is there any difference between what I have read

and what your view wat at that time?
A

It is a long couple of paragraphs.

1 don't know.

It is a long time ago.

I

tiink it is substantially what I then

thought.
Q

r.an~da

le then continued: ''Now, I was coming to that.

I would like to hear from you your reasons as ·to why you
believe, let's stick to membership in the Party, is
incompatible to complete loyalty to the project.

When, to

state something a little bit foolishly membership in the
Democratic Party certainly wouldn't be.
~Oppenheimer:

Itts an entirely different Party.

For one thing • • • I think I'd put it this way.

The

Democratic Party is the framework of the social customs • • •
of this country, and I do not think that is true of the
Communist Party.

At

leas~,

I think that there are certainly

many Communists who are above

~

1 decent guys, but there are

also some what are above all Communists.

It's primartly that

qu•9stion of persona 1 honor that I think is involved.

I don •t

know whether that answers the question but tty idea is that
be:i.ng a Democrat do:asn 't guarantee that you're not, a
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floorflusher, and also it has no suggestion just by virtue
of your being a Democrat that you would think it would be all
right to cheat other people for a purpose, and I'm not too
sure a bout this with respect to 1he Comnlinist Party."
Do you recall saying anything like that?
A

l don't.

Q

Would you say that did represent your views at that

A

I find nothing incompatible between it and what I

time?

remember.

This is for me not a very easy line of questioning

because I don't recollect what I said and I remember what I
thought only in general terms.

MR. GRAY

Before you turn the page, I think that as

a matter of record at the end of the fourth line, the
party • as you read it,

I think, "The party has its own

discipline", at least this copy seems to say "The party has
its own disciples,"
MRo ROBB:

Disciples, that is right.

MRo GRAY:

I don't think it is material.

MR. GARRISON:

I think this indicates the problems

of accuracy, because it would probably make more sens e as
Mr. Robb read it,

MR. ROBB:

There seems to be a pen and ink

inter li. neat ion.
MR. GARRISON:

The word "floorflusher" is not quite
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correct.

MRo ROBB:

Now I will turn to page 17.

Mr.

Garrison, is there something you want read?

MRo GARRISON:

Afterward, after I read . it over.

BY MR. ROBB:
Q

Lansdale starts on page 16 and makes quite a little

talk which I won't read because it is not essential to the
context.

At the oop of page 17, he says:
"Here we are, we know that information is

streaming out from this place every day.

We know about some

of it, how much of it is there that we don't know
"Oppenheimer:
"Lansdale:

a~ut?

Places other than the West Coast?

Sure, we know that definite efforts

are being made to find out, they wouldn't be going to these
efforts unless they really wanted it.

Now, what shall we do?

Shall we sit back and say well, my God, maybe the guy recanted,
maybe he isn't at all.
"Oppenheimer~

Hard for me to say because of my own

personal trends, and as I say I know that the Serbers afford
a good illudstration of this I would hesitate to say to a
stranger • • • about another closeup • • • person whose
history was the same as that of Mrs. ·serber 's, sure she's
all right but I know the Serbers and I am confident of them.
Now I have worked on rather a personal basis.

I don't know

the Woodwards are members, 1 did not know that until General
Groves mentioned it the other day that there was some
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question af it.

I feel that in the case of the Serbers I

could understand that very well.

But I just don't know in a

general case, it's impossible to say.

I don't know any of

these people in Berkeley, I don't know Weinberg and Lomanitz
well enough to swear • • •
"Lansdale:

Why is he moving heaven and earth to

keep out of the Army?
"Oppenheimer:

He told {j!e he thought he was

being framed, and I said I think that's nonsense, why would
ycube framed, and he said, 'Well, part of the general
scheme • • • maybe they're after bigger game than the Party.'
"Lansdale:

Did you ask him what the bigger game was?

"Oppenheimer;

He said he thought you were after

the union.
"Lansdale:

We're not.

"Oppenheimer:

Well. I suggest you kepp your eyes

open • • • . I persuaded him, I think, that he should not try
to stay on the Project there."
Do you recall that portion of your sonversation
with Lansdale?
A

No.

Q

Would you deny that took place?

A

No.

Q

Your answer is no?

A

No.
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Ma. GARRISON:

Do you know whether these dots

represent words that the aenographer didn't catch?
MR. ROBB:

I don't.

BY MR. ROBB:
Q

Now, we go to page
·~an

22~

Lansdale said:

you tell me any more, did

Weinberg~

it was

Weinberg and Bohm who carne to you, wasn't it?
"Oppenheimer:

Yes, they came to me in Lnwrence 's

office.
"Lansdale:

Yes.

Did Weinberg and Bohm say

anything?· What did they sayabout the
"Oppenheimer;

Pa~ty?

They didn't say anything about the

Party.
"Lansdale:

They didn't?

Did they talk about the

union?
"Opvenheimer:
talk about the union.

They talked, well they didn't even
They talked about, I think I've

given you a fairly good, I don't know what they might have
said if we had met in the woods some place, but we met after
all where there were two secretaries in the room.
"Lansdale:

Oh,

"Oppehhe imer:

~bey

were there?

I don't know whether the doqr was

closed or not, but it was extremely open interview.

I saw

Lomanitz more or less., well I saw him ftret at one of the
offices of a man, and we walked out to telegraph

o

••

but

•
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his discussion was a little bit more uninhibited than the
others.

These two feilows were concerned with only one thing,

they said they had worked closely with Rossi, they thought
he was a good guy and that they thought he was being framed
for his activities in the union and his political sympathies,
and they thought that because of this they were also in danger
of such a nature that they should get out of the Project into
some other useful work or were they likely to be treated
the same way.
"Lansda Je:

Now let me ask you this.

From what you

stated to ·t hem, if they were in fact not fulfilling
the conditions whibh you mentioned to them, which you said
to them would have been tantamount to telling, then if you
are doing that you'd better get out.
"Ojlpehheimer:
"Lansdale:

Yes.

That is correct, isn't it?

"Oppenheimer:

Yes, that is if they were violating

any of the three rules which meant active in

union~

maintaining any contacts with Reds, not maintaining
discretion, they were useless to the project."
Doctor, does that refresh your recdlection about
laying down some rules for Lomanitz, Bohm and Weinberg?
A

It refreshes to the extent that these three

things said to them in the summer of 1943 would have been
natural for me to say.

I don't believe these were rules

6

established by me long in adva nee.

I think this refers to

this conversation.
Don't you reca 11 nON that you bad a coneersatioYJ

Q

with at least Lomanitz in which you had told him prior to
his coming on the projectthat he would have to abide by these
rules?

A

I don•t remember those three rules at al:.

it natural that I
I see.

Q

t~lked

I think

to them at this time in those terms.

Your mind i'S a blank of any talk you might

have had with Lomanitz prior to his going on the project?

A

No, it is not a blank.

I have told you a little

it here, and I testified to the extent I can recall it.

abo~

Q

Aside from that, you could not recall anything?

A

Right ..

C.

And your memory is not refreshed by what I read you?

A

No, on the whole it is confused by it.

Q

Very well.

Doctor, did Baakon Chevalier tell you

he had been interviewed by the FBI about the Eltenton
Chevalier incident?

A

He did.

Q

When did he tell you that?.

A

June or July of 1946.

Q

Shortly after he was interviewed?

A

Fairly shortly after.

C

Did he tell you how long before that he had been
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interviewed?
A

I don't remember.

r

Did you get the impression that it had been very

recent?

A

I don't recollect the time interval.

It was not a

year or a month ormonth or anything -- mr a half ysBr.

Q

What did he tell you about the interview?

A

Be told me that he and Eltenton had been interviewed

simultaneously, that they had questioned him about his
approach to me.
Q

What

-else?

A

That they had asked him if he had approached anyone

else, and I think --

w~.

that they picked him up at Stinson

Beach and had taken him into headquarters.
Q

Anything else?

A

That they pressed him about whether he talked to

anyone else.

Q

Did he tell you what he sail ?

A

Not in any detail.

C

How did he give you that information -- in person

or by telephone or by letter, or what?

A

What I recollect is that he cameto our home.

0

In Berkeley?

A

Yes.

Q

Was· that before or after you were· interviewed by the

FBI?
A

It was quite a while beforeo

Q

So when you were interviewed by the FBI you knew

substantially what Chevalier had told them?

rBI

A

Not in great detail.

Q

I

A

Yes, I think so.

Q

Didyou also learn what Eltenton had saiu?

A

No.

Q

Did you attempt to find out?

A

No.

~

Now, you recall that you were interviewed by the .

agai~

said substantially.

in May 1950?

A

Yes.

Q

That was at Princeton, wasnvt it?

A

Yes.

Q

Did you tell the agents on that occasion that you

didn't know Weinberg was a Communist until it became a matter
of public· knowledge?
A

I may have said I was not certain.

recollec~ion

of it is contrary to this interview with

Lansdale which is that the first time! was
was by the FBI in 1946o
~Jomething

My own

alerted to it

But it is clear that I learned

about it or it may be clear that I learned something

about it during the war.
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Didn't you tell the FBI agent on that occasion

Q

that you did not know that· Weinberg was a Communist until it
became a matter of public knowledge?

A

I don't remember.

Q

You don't remember whether you told them that or not?

A

Noo

Q

When did it become a matter of public knowledge?

A

It is still nato

Q

Long after 1943, wasn't it?

A

He still denied it and I don't quite know what this

refers to.
Q

Doctor, did you know prior to the time I began to

read them to you that there existed transcripts of your
interviews with Colonel Pash and Colonel Lansdale?
A

I imagined __ that •

Q

You think so?

A

Oh, yes.

Q

How do you think you found that out?

A

I didn't know it.

Q

You imagined it?

A

I thought almost certan that there would be a

I said I imagined ito

•

transcript of security talks.
Q

Had you asked anybody about it?

A

I don't think so.

Q

Were· you inte·rested?

6{j·~

A

I should have been.

I don't think I was.

Q

In that same interview with the FBI in May 1950,

did you tell the agent that you had made a big mistake in
not dropping your Communist Party friend long before you did?
A

I

~

Would you say you didn't tell them that?

A

I need to know more of the context and when this

was and

wha~

certainly don't recognize thato

is was about.

Q

It was may --

A

·I don't mean the dote of the interview, but the

context of the interview, and what time we were referring to.
Taken in this bald form --

Q

Did you say anything to that effect?

A

I don't knowD

Q

Doctor, there came a time in 1949 when you testified

before the House Vnmmi.ttee on Un-American Activities
concerning Dr• Peters, didn't you?
A

Right.

Q

Your testimony was thereafter reported in the public

press, wasn't it?
A

Yes.

Q

Do you recall what paper it was that it came out in?

A

It was the Rochester paper.

C'

Did you see that item in the Rocheste.:f. paper?

A

It_ was. sent. to

me~.
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Q

Who sent it to you?

A

Oh, many people.

Peters, probably Condon, several

other people.
Q

Wao your testimony accurately reported in the press?

A

As I remember, it was fairly accurately reported

in the press.

Q

It was supposed to be secret testimonyg

I have before me a photostat -- I am sorry

7

have

not a copy, Mr. Garrison, but 1 wi 11 read most of it
a story of the Rochester Times Union, Rochester, New York,
June 15, 1949.

The head line was:

"Dr. Oppenheimer Once

Termed Peters 'Quite Red'."
The lead off paragraph ts:

"Dr. J. Robert

Oppenheimer, wartime director of the atom bomb laboratory at
Los Alamos, New Mexico, recently testified that he once
·termed Dr. Bernard Peters of the University of Rochester
'a dangerous man and quite Red," The Times-Union

Was~ington

Bureau reported today."
The story then continues after some explanatory
paragraphs.
MR. GRAY:

Let me interrupt to ·say, have you

another photostat of this news story?
MR. GARRISON:
MR. ROBB:

I would like to see it if we could.

Surely.

MR. GARRISON:

Is this question to be about

Bernard Peters or Hannah Peters?
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MR. ROBB:

Bernard.

MR. GARRISON:

The letter mentions Hannah Peters,

and not Bernard.
MRo ROBB:

Are you sticking to that technicality,

Mr. Garris&n?
MR. GARRISON:

I was asking you if this was an

inquiry into Bernard Peters' background
MR. ROBB:

Q

In Dr. Oppenheimer-'s testimony wo

have been talking about Bernard Peters for a couple of days.
BY MR. ROBB;
Q

The newspaper sto:ry continues after some

explanatory paragraphs, "In his testimony, Dr. Oppenheimer
said he became 'acquainted' with the existence of a
Communist cell at Berkeley 'by disclosure of the intelligence
agencies of the government.

The quotes are not closed,

but I assume they should be there.
"Concerning Dr. Peters, Dr. Oppenheimer said he had
known 'he scientist :as a graduate studen_t in the physics
department in the lite 1930's.
"Said Dr. Oppenheimer:
"Dr. Peters was, I think, a German national.
was a member of the Geuaan National Communist Party.
imp:r isoned b7 the Nazis, and escaped by a miracle.
thirs

coun~ry.

country.

He
He was

He came to

I know nothing of his early pericd in t.his

He arrived in

Cal~fornia,

and violently denounced
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the Communist Party as being a 'co-nothing party.'"
"Dr. Oppenheimer said he told Major DeSylva he
believed Dr. Peters' background was filled with incidents
that would point toward 'direct

~ction.'

"Asked to explain this point, Oppenheimer observed:
"'Incidents in Germany where he had faght street
battles against ,· the Nat ion a 1 Socia lists on account of
Communists; being placed in a cor:.centration camp; escaping
by guile.

It seemed to me those eere past incidents not

pointing to temperance.'
"Questioned specifically on his reference to
'direct action', Dr. Oppenheimer said of Dr. Peters;
"'I think I suggested his attack on the Communist

Party as being too constitutional and conciliatory an
organization, not sufficiently dedicated to the overthrow of
the government by force and violence.•
"Asked the source of his information that Dr.
Peters had been a member of the Communist Party in Germany,
Dr. Oppenheimer replied:
"'It was we 11 known.

Among other tbi ngs f he :told

me. '"
''Dr. Oppenheimer saicl he could 'affirm that there
is no connect ion between his (Peters •) work and any
application of atomic energy that falls within the jurisdiction
of the (Atomic Energy) Commission ••

9

•

I would believe that

if Dr. Peters could teach wha·t he knows to a young man capable
of learning it, the country wouldbe better off, because if

Dr. Peters cannot be employed by the War Department, at least
the young man could be employed by the War Department.'"
Docto~.

are those quotations from the news story I

have read you an accurate summary of your testimony?
~hey are fairly accurate.

A

transcript at the· time.

I didn't have ~he

I believe that a collation was made

by Mr. Volpe, who had the transcript, to see how accurate

they were.

Q

In other words, you checked it at tha time to see if

it was an accurate statement?
A

Somewhat later.

It is not a very inaccurate

statement.
Q

It is substantially accura,e, isn't it?

A

I think_:. so.

Q

Is there anything in "here that y_ou could point

-to and say that was out of line or inaccurate. -or incorrect?
A

Not without the transcript and perhaps not with the

transcript.

Q

Did you at th*t time find anything to complain

.

about in the accuracy?
A

No, not in the accuracy.

The fact of the

publication.
Q

Yes, you objected to tha to

Following tl e publ:f.ca t ·on
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of that story, did you hear from Dro Peters?

A

I did.

~

How did you hear from him?

A

He wrote me -- I was on the way west, and I learned

that he had called my office at Princeton and my secretary
reported to me what was bothering him;when I got to Berkeley
there

wa~

a letter from him.

Q

What did he say?

A

He said that he was appalled and how could I have

done him such harm.

I don't remember the words of the letter.

Q

How long after you appeared and testified was that?

A

About two weeks.

r

Did you hear from anybody else about this story?
I did indeed.

o

Who?

A

Professor Hans Bethe, Condon, my brother, Weiskppf,

perhaps other peopleg

Q

What did Condon have to say?

A

He said I should not have burt an innocent and

loyal American in that way, that I must take him on at the
Institute if he lost his job, that if he lost his job, it
would be wholly my
resit~~ion

doing~

That X must try to make

9 and that he hated to

believe that I could have

said such a thing, and in an attempt to protect myself.
I knew very wen

if my file were ever made public• it would

6 0

be a much bigger flap.
Q

Was that by way of a letter?

A

Yes, sir.

Q

Where was Dr. Condon at that time?

A

In Idaho Springs.

Q

Whot business was it of Condon's what you said

about Peters?
MR. GARRISON:

Mr. Chairman, isn't this a new item

of derogatory information that is being produced here?
MR. ROBB:

Dr. Oppenheimer brought the name up; I

didn't •.
MR. GARRISON:
MR. ROBB:

Not in this connection.

Certainly he did.

MR. GARRISON:

Not as an item of

de~ogatory

information.
MR. ROHB:

Mr. Chairman, I don't thi.n.k.,.we have to

sift this through such a fine sieve as that.
MR. GRAY:

What is the objection, Mr. Garrison?

MR. GARRISON:
it seems to me.

This is a wholly new transaction

I don't know what Mr. Robb is leading up

to, but it seems to be embarking on a course of discussion
of Dr. Oppenheimer's relations with Dr. Condon.

If that

is to be regarded as an item of derogatory information
whatever may be said of it, which I

don't know, I should

think that we should be enti,tled to somenotice ·of it.
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MR. GRAY;

I bad not gathered, at least up. to this

point, that the discussion of Dr. Condon was of a derogatory
nature.
name.

I believe Dr. Oppenheimer mentioned Dr. Condon's
Do you need to refer at this point to Dr. Condon?
THE WITNESS:

I don't mind answering the question

unless my counsel tells me not to.
MR. GARRISON:
THE WITNESS:

I withdraw it.
I don't know what business it was of

Dr, Condon's, except that he was outraged at any harm.brought
to a scientist.
BY MR. ROBB:
Is that the same Dr. Condon that wrote you about

Q

Lomanttz?
A

Yes. sir,

Q

And protested his draft deferment?

A

Yesi the same Dr. Condon about whom General Groves

spoke this morning.
Q

Was eondon sti 11 on the project when be wrote

about Lomanitz?
A

I don't knowo

He was cleared for it.

He was an

employee of Westinghouse, and I don't know his exact status.
He was not part of the Los Alamos.
Q

Is that the same one as quoted as voicing

absolute confidence and loyalty and inUgrity of Dr. Oppenheimer
in the

Prine~ton

paper?
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Q

You were sure be had told you he had been a member?

A

I felt quite sure.

Q

You were sure he had told you he had been a member?

A

But I am not infallible in these things as is being

made very clear in these proceedings.
Q

What did you do after you received the letter from

Dr. Condon and talked to Dr. Peters?

I did a lot of things. t consulted Mr. Volpe
me
over the phone who accompanied/to these hearings.
A

Q

Who is Mr. Volpe?

A

General Counsel of the Atomic Energy Commission.

had accompanied me to the hearingso

I told him of the

great disturbance and I then wrote a letter to the Rochester
papers which you no doubt have, the purpose of which was to
undo any injurw that I should not have done to Peters.

I

think I also wrote or communicated with the officials of the
University saying that I would be glad to talk to them
when I got back o
Q

Did you see Dr. Peters at Princeton before you saw

him at Berkeley?
A

I believe I did.

Q

Did you tell him on that occasion that you had

testified but that -God had guided the questions so you
didn•t hurt him?
A

I certainly didn'tv
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A

Right.

I had that letter shown to the committee.

~

Just for the recoTd, I will read the letter.

Do you

have it there, Mr. Garrison?
MR. GARRISON:
MRa ROBB:

No, but that is all right.

This is a photostat from the Rochester,

New York Democratic Chronicle, July 6, 1949o

The letter is

da'ted June 30, 1949, baaded ''Dr. Oppenheimer Explains ..
"Editor, Democrat and Chronicle:
"Recently 'the Democrat and Chronicle published an
article based on reports of my testimony before an executive
session of the House Committee on Un-American Activities,
which it seems to me could be damaging to the good name of Dr.
Bernard Peters, of the University of Rochester.
"I first knew Dr. Peters about 12 years ego during
his student days in California,

I knew him, not only as a

brilliant student, but as a man of strong mpral principles
and of high ethical standards.
views were radical.
I thought,

During those years his political

He expressed them freely, and sometimes,

without~mperanceo

This seeme4 to me not unnatural

in a man who had suffered as he had at Nazi bands.

I have

never known Dr. Peters to commit a dishonorable act, nor a
dis loya 1 one.
"Dr. Peters has recently inforlted me that I was
right in believing that in

~he

early days he bad participated

in the Communist Movement in Germanyt but that I was wrong

ir, believing
pa~ty.

a membersh5.p in t:.e Communist
regrets fm· his ;;,ctions in

·clezr in

h~.s

N~zl

~xiaJ

That he has

lzerri;any he himself

no

:~~Hl·1

!!tater:1ent that acsc·.'tpanied the publi:;, ·;io·1 of

the artie 1«:!.
"From the publislua

a:r·~ic

to one might cc·r·.c ludc

t;Ja~~

Dr. Peters had advoGated tlv::• v:\c·.ent over·throw oi ,;J:3

canst i tutiona 1 go\'EJrnmant o:fl the UniJ.;ed States.

~"i·?

h:'iD gh•en

an eloquent denia 1. of 'this in hie published statmr.··n:t.

1

believe his statemento
11

we:~e

1\s indicated in the

put to me by tbe House

~nticle:~

Committt~·~

the questin£. whic;h

wi;h

reg~rd

arose in part because of reports of discussion
me

~md

1:c D1·. Pet.::.::·,;:

bet.~een
T~,c~w

the Intelligence Offtcers at Los A l:amos.

Los

Alamos consultations took place ln connection with confidentiEl
wartime assianmenta.

I wist

to wake public my profound

regret that anything said in the context should have been so
misconstrued, and so

abused~

that it could damage Dr. Peters

and threaten his di.stinguished future career as a scientist.
"Beyond this specific i.'3sue, there is grou·1a for
another, more genamal, and even

g:~eatnr

concerno

PJlitical

opinion. no matter how radical oz· how f:reely expres,:; ·]dp
not disqualify a scientist fern h Lgh career in

scienc·~e;

c)oes

it

does not disqualify him as a teaci1er of science; it does not
impugn his integrity no:r his hono:: ~

We have seen in ·Other
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countries criteria of political orthodoxy applied to ruin
scientists, and to put an end to their work.
with it the attrition of science.

This has ,brought

Even more, it haG been

part of the destruction of freedom of inquiry, anc1 of political
freedom itself.

This is no path to follow for a p.aople deter-

mined to say free.
"Robert Oppenheimer, Barkeley, California, June 30,
1949."
BY MRo ROBB:

Q

Doctor, is that the letter you sent?

A

It is.

Q

How has your remarlt or testimony been misconstrued

or abused? .
A

public.

Well, for one thing they were abus·ed by being made
This was an executive session.

I should not have

talked in executive session without thinking what they might
do pub lie ly.

Q
·A

How had your testimony been misconstrued?

It was being misconstrued to mean that he should

not keep his job.

1 had e;tplicitly said that I thought it was

good he keep his job.
Q

The report of your testimony was accuratej wasn't it?

A

Yes.

Q

And you have just told us that this letter was

intended at least !n part to repudiate that testimony, isthat
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correct?
To repudiate is a little strong.

A
Q

.

Is it now your testimony, Doctor, that your testimor,y

before the House committee to

wh~.ch

we have referrGd was not

true?
A

No, it

was not true.

~s

certainly not my testimony that it

As to Peters' membership in the

Com~unist

in Germany, I have only really his word to go on.

sure of my initial recollection.
later denial.

Q

I

I

Party

am fairly

am very clear of his

I don't think --

Doctor, when you testified before the House

committee. you knew for you to say that Dr. Peters told you
that be had been a member of the Communist Party was a matter
of great seriousness, didn't you?
A

Right.

Q

You would not have said that, would you, had you

not been absolutely sure it was true?

A

I was convinced it was

t~ue,

or I would not have

said it.

Q

Beg pardon?

A

Iwas convinced it was true.

Q

And yet when Peters came to

~ee

you and you

rec~iv~d

a letter from Dr. Condon,you in effect repudiated that
testimony, didn't you?
A

Does it say that I don't -believe he was a .metrber
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of the Party?
Q

I have just read it to you.

A

I have forgotten.
MR.

G~RRISON:

MR. ROBB:

Not at all.
I don't say I believe his denial.

THE WITNESS:
I

Do you mind if I show it to him?

just say he denied it.

BY MR. ROBB:
Q

Very well.

Isn't the implication of your letter

tht you were wrong in believing that he had been a member of
the Par·ty?
A

I thinlc it leaves the na tter open.

Q

Was it your intention to convey that impression

when you wrote the letter?

A

I think the sum total of my intention was not to

get this guy fired from the University of Rochester because
of intemperate remarks I made before the House Committee.
Q

You thought your remarks were intemperate?

A

!think somewhat.

Q

You thought the truth was intemperate?

A

I think the phrasing of it was intemperate.

Q

Was it intemperate for you to testify, b&lieving

it to be true,that Peters had told you he had been a member
of the Communist Party?
A

No.,
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Q

Wasn't it your intention in writing this letter

on June 30 to convey to

th~

public the impression that you

had been mlsta.ken in saying that he told you be had bean a
member of the Party?

A

I simply

Q

I

g~ve

his own statement.

know you did.

Dut

w~sn

't it your, intention to

give the public through the press the impressiOn

th~t

you

were mistaken?
A

I had no specific intention.

('

When Dr. Condon wrote you about your own file

what do you think he referred to by that?
A

I should think the material before you.

Q

Do you think you were being placed under eny

pressure by either Peters or Condon to retract what you said?
A

No, the real pressure came from people who were

not belligerent at all, but who were regretful.
Q

Who were they?

A

Bethe,

my brother.

Weis~~pf,

nice letters saying,

~his

They wrote very, very

guy was being put -- was suffering

for something because I bad done it and he should stay on his
job.
Q

And you were influenced by that pressure, were

A

Of course, I was.

Q

Where is Peters now?

not?

)OU
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A

He is in Tata Institute in Bombay.

Q

When did you hear from him last?

A

I had a note from him about physics, just an off

print, about a year agoo

c

Did you help him get that job?

A

Noo

Q

Did he --

A

Let's seeo

The man he works for --I didn't help

I know the man he works for.

him get the job.
Q

Who is that?

A

Bhabha is the namwo

Q

Has he any Communist Clll.tnnection?

A

No, I don't know.

millionaireo

I

He is an

Indian~

he is a

don't know what he is.

Q

Do you hear from Dr. Peters frequently?

A

Very infrequently.

I think the communications have

been scientific papers, and one question, because I said
he made a mistake and he wanted to know what I meant. I
didn't answer it.
MR. ROBB:

Mr. Chairman, I have a subject that

will take a few minuteo

Would the Chair want me to continue

or would you want to adjourn?
MRo

GRAY:

It is now 25 minutes past four, I believe.

We usually sit until 4:30o

I should like to inquire of

Dr. Oppenheimer, and counsel, whattheir wishes are?
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literature,

There was no talk of literature at the Crouch

description·.

Everybody at this other meeting tnew everybody

else, except the two visitors, who
visitorso

Q

were introduced

&Sf'

No similarity that I can see.
What about the meeting at Louise Bransten's house?

Was there a

there?

spea~er

A

There was.

Q

Who was that?

A

Schneiderman.

Q

He was also the speaker at Haakon Chevalier's

house, wasn't he?
A

Righto

c

What

wa~

the difference between those two

meetings and the meeting that Crouch describeo, of course
leaving out the fact tat erouch described a meeting at your
house which we know.
A

I had no impression and I know that the meetings

at the Chevaliers and the Branstens were not intended as
Communist Party meetings.
Q

But at both meetings, both the Chevalier and

Bransten, you had a talk from a high Communist Party
functionary about the Communist Party line, didn't you?
A

Right, absolutely.

Q

So at least to that extaat those meetings were

Similar to the one described by Crouch.

t 07

A

Right.

Q

And

~hey

were both at night in a private house,

is that correct?

A

Yes.

Q

And the one described by Crouch was at r..ight and

in a private house?
A

Yes.

Q

I believe you told us that so far as you recall

most everybody at the Bransten meeting and the Chevalier
meeting was either a Communist or a fellow traveler.
A

I said taking sympathizer in a broad sense, a

sympathizer.
So that the Bransten meeting and the Ch·eva lier

Q

meeting and the one described by Crouch were all meetings
where a high Communist Party functionary· was going to explain
and expound the Communist Party line, is that correct?
A

In that respect,

I believe there is

correc~.

a difference, because Crouch's description indicates that
he was telling the comrades what to say. and do.

There was

none of that quality in these other meetings.
You mean Schneiderman didn • t te 11 .the comrades

Q

anything?
A
t'•ec:id~s,

Q

He said the Party .stands

~or

this, the Party

·and so on, as a sort of exposition ..
Do you have any doubt that any comrade there present

would have gathered from what Schneiderman said wbat
Schneiderman was, what he was supposed to believe and say and
do?
A
because I

c

I can testify that it had no such meaning for me,
wa~

not a comrade.

Thatwas not quite my

q~estion,

Doctor.

Would you

read my question back to the Doctor?
(Question read by the reporter.)
THE WITNESS:

I have a little doubt.

I had more

the feeling that this was a public relations show

~n

Schneiderman'q part.
BY MRo ROBB:
~

You thought it was necessary for a Communist Party

functionary to engage in public relations with comrades?
A

No, they weren't all comrades.

~

A sbbstantial number of them were, weren't they?

A

I don't know.

Q

Doctor, when you first heard about Crouch's

testimony before the California (!Ommi ttee, did you immediately
denycategorically that you had boen present at such a meeting?
A

I first heard about it from the Federal Bureau of

Investigation, not from the

Q

testimony~

When you first hear about it from the FBI, did you

immediately categorically say, "No, I was not present?"
A

I said it pretty strongly.

It took a long time.
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The investigators produced more and tnore detail ar•CJ the more
detail they produced• the more convinced I was that it had
not occurred.
0

Whase investigators?

A

The FBI investigatorso

I have forgotten their

names,
You mean it was not until after an investigati-on
had been made
•

No, the FBI came to see me about this matter before

the Califonnia testimony.
'Q

Yes, sir.

A

They started interrogating me,

of the

de~ai

As their account

ls of the meeting, the su*gested details· of the

meeting, developed, I became quite clear that it had not
occurred.

I promised to talk it over with my wife and

see if she had any recollection of it, and I saw them a few
days later, and said by then I was sure it did not occur.

Q

It took you a

lit~le

while to make up your mind whe-

th,ar you had been present or not, didn't it?
A

I didn't know what it wasthat they were talking

about • ., It did not come out in terms of a closed c omanunist
roeeting.

You probably have the record of the interview,

and I don't remember the detailso
wa~n
,~ere

But I remamber that it

•t· unti 1 the thing had some shape that I knew
talking about.

~hat

.they

71.0

Q

As soon as you were told that the question was

whether you had been at a closed Communist Party meeting
and Paul Crouch had made a talk -A

I was not told about Paul Crouch.

Q

As soon as you were told by anybody that the

question was whether a

not you

ha~d

been at a clo3ed Communist

Party meeting where somebody had made a talk, did you
immediately say "No, it couldn't have been true; l

wa~

not

there"?
A

I don't remember, and I don't know that is the

form in which the incident occurred in the FBI interview.
Q

Was that prior tothe time when Crouch testified?

A

Yes, l am sure that as a result of these two
I

interviews with the,lFBI I did deny it.

But I do not know in

what sequence theftemization of this meeting occurred.
Q

But, Doctor, isn't it a fair statement to say that

it took you some little time before you finally denied that
you had been at such a meeting?
A

I don't -- it probably took me some time, but I

don't know

what the facts withheld from me were until I

denied it.

This isavailable to you, but it is not

in my memoryQ

I will say one thing.

I believe it was late

in the interview that I said this didn't happen.

But 1 don't

knowm what order things occurred.
Q

Do you recall telling the agents that you 1 · d
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recall somebody asking you to"give us your house for a
meeting of young people"?
A

I have that in my answer.

Q

Do you recall telling the agents that?

A

No, I don't.

Q

Do you recall telling that the person who requested

such permission could have been Kenneth May, but you didn't
recall that it was?

A

Yes.

Now I recollect.

Whether it waq to the U.

I said that to somebody.

s. Attorney or the agents, I don't

remember.

Q

What I am asktg

you &bout is an intervi&w with two

special agents of the FBI.
A

Right.

Q

I

A

No.

Q

Pardon.

A

If it is the one I am thinking of, it was at

believe at

Sa~

Francisco.

Wasn't it?

Was it Princeton?

Princeton.
Q

Do you recall making that statement about possibly

loaning your house

~o

some young people, possilly Kenneth

May being involved, making that statement in May 1952,
to perhaps the United States Attorney's office here?
A

Yes. In fact, I say

Q

Did·you categorically deny everhaving been at such

til~t

in my answer.
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a meeting,

Dcc~or,

until after your

made the investigation in
A

represen~atives

had

New~xico?

I categorically denied it to the FBI in these

two interviews.

Q

Doctor, your position is that you could not have

been there because you were in New Mexico, is that right?
A

that.

No.

My position is a little more complicated thau;

It is first that I recollect notWing about it,and

that the circumstances are such that I don't believe I could
fail

~o

recollect it.

It is second, that if I were there,

it could not have been a closed meeting of the Communist
Party, because I wasnt.

It is, third, that at the time it

is alleged to have occurred, and for a considerable time
before and after that, we were not there.
The first point is important.

I forget a lot, but

the notion that I would forget a meeting in my own home
at which a lecture has been given, I think that has never
happened, is a little hard.

The notion that I would forget a

meeting in my own home filled with people at which no
one was introduced is a little hrd.
Q

Doctor, you purchased your house at one Eagle Hill

there from a Mrs. Damon?
A

I did.

Q

Those negotiations were going on during July of

1941, weren't they?
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MRooROBB:

It will take quite a whileo

MRo GRAY;

It is not yet five.

Maybe I can ask

two or three miscellaneous questions, if I may.
THE WITNESS:

Is there just one other ma :i or· line

of questioning?
MR. ROBB:

Ithinlr. so. lloctor, but don't hold me

MR. GRAY;

I was interGsted a while ago, and I suppose

to that.

this is more curiosity than anything else, when you referred
to being accompanied by counsel to the House Un-Ame:r-ican
Activities Committee, you mentioned Mr. Volpe.
THE WITNESS:
MR.

GP~Y:

~ight.

And identified him as General Counsel.

THE WITNES::i:
MR. GRAY;

That is

Right~

Was he at that time General Counsel?

llHE WITNESS:

He was.

And I was Chairman of the

General Advisory Committee,
MR. &RAY:

It was in that capacity?

THE WITNES::;:

I think the Commission agreed or

decided that this was a proper arrangement.
MR. GRAY:

I don't ltnow whether you know the answer

to this question, Dr. Oppenheimer, but in reading the files,
there appear references to closed meetings of the Communist
Party.

There also appear many references to

meeti~gs

of

peo);»le who were Communists or fellow travelers, which were

referred to as social gathering~1.

Without implying that

you are an expert in these mattors, but from conver3ations
with your brother, perhaps, or H:r-s 11 Oppenheimer and others,
is there any real differenca

bet~een

a closed meeting and a

socia 1 gathering if the same tmple are involved?
THE WITNESS;
the words.

Le1;

you by what I

-';;'~ 11

lil8

·:naRD

by

The words "closed mo,3ting" mean to me one to

which only members of the Communist Party

c~ncome.

L think

that is a rather sharp distinction if you are tryini to
identify who. is and who isn't

fl

me,ber of the Comt1unist Party.

I should suppose that the difference between a meeting and
social gathering was rather wide.

In a meeting it was

business and it was transacted and there was probably a
chairman and there might be dmss collected and there might be
literature.
I saw at my

Anyway, this happeuad at the· little meeting
brother~.

1

should think that a social gathering

would be a lot of talk which could indeed be very bad talk,
but which would not be organized or programatic.
the sense in which I would
MR. GRAY:

inte~pret

1

This is

the words.

So these two meetings which have been

the subject of some discussion at both of which I believe Mr.
Schneiderman spoke, in the terms of the definitions which
you have given, they wouldreally have been social gatherings?
THE WITNESS;
were social

gathe~r ings

I would say they were neither.
or name to 1 by a

i!l '>

They

cia 1 fe <tur , n ne 1 ,

this lecture or spe?ech.

An ordieary social gathering 1: llonqt

think has a lecture even in Communist jargonQ
MR.

GRAY:

:r just had the impression abont these

functions that many of thos0 that we referred to we?re social
gatherings may have boen mdr.:!tings.

That doesn't conce:c-n

your attendance at all.
There is one question I have which relat8n
security of the project itself.

Very early in

yo~r

t~

the

testimony

in some discussion about procedures or security measures
which were taken after very careful thought, you made the
observation obviously they did not succeedo
not a direct quote.

Again this is

Do you mind amplifying on that just a

moment?
THE WITNESS:

Yeso

I think of the known leakages

of information, Fuchs is by far the most grave.
out of Los Alamos.

It occurred

I won't attemptto assess responsibility

for the surveillance of personnel who moved around there.
Facilities for surveillance were available, and they could well
have been used in following Fuchs rather than somebody else.
That would not have prevented his prior espionage ,
but it would have prevented the espionage at that time.

I

can't imagine any more pinpointed leakage than if Fuchs had
simply communicated whMhe was working on.

I don't mean

that this was the only secret, but I can't imagine any single
little point that would be more helpful to an enemy than the job
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interview.

Q

Have you been interviewed since 1952?

A

Only minor ones, not protmacted ones.
MRo GRAY:

Again a sh:f.ft of subject, and you may

have answered a question about this, Dr. Oppenheim9T.

I

am

sure you testified that your brother Frank bad told you that
he joined the Communist Party.
Tfm WITNESS:
MR. GRAY:

Yes.

Were you quostioned about your knowledge

about his severing connectton with the Communist Party?

l

don't want to plow over some old groundo
THE WITNESS:

Was I

questioned-her~?

I think it is in the transcript.

I think I was.

As to the facts, I felt

assured by talking to him in t·he fa 11 of 1941 he was no longer
a member.

Whether that is because I asked him or because he

told me
MR. GRAY;

Yes, I do remember that was covered.

Were you also asked about Mrs. Frank Oppenheimer?

Did she

follow the same course?
THE WITNESS:

I understood this went for both of

them, but perhaps not quite so sharply.
MRo GRAY:

One other unrelated question.

We talked

yesterday about your having dinner or at least a social
vi~it

with Dr. Chevalier in Paris in Navember or December.

Th,ere was in the morning _press astatement attributed to Dr_.
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